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2 confirmed
cases of H1N1
virus show up
In the county

Slack property
owners could
face increased
fines, jail time
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Negligent county property
owners that ignore or refuse
requests from the Calloway
County Property Protection
Board to alleviate dangerous
conditions on their land may
face !stiffer fines or even jail
tune soon.
During a meeting of the board
at the courthouse conference
room Tuesday afternoon, members discussed amending the
county's property protection
ordinance to include bnnging
heftier fines and even misdecharges
cnminal
meanor
against property owners that
refuse to make their land safe.
Judge-Executive
County
Larry Elkins requested the
board look into the move during
a meeting in March. Calloway
County Fiscal Court would
have to approve the amendment
if it is pursued by the board.
During the past year of
enforcing the existing ordinance, the county has found that
placing liens, doing title searches and other civil-oriented legal
action has proven to be costly in
some cases and County

Of ISMER LOIJOM
81•11 Writer
riniary Care Medical Center has
confirmed two cases of novel
HIM! flu, also referred to as
"swine flu," which are the first cases in
Kentucky west of Muhlenberg County.
Both cases are females, one age 10 and
one age 16. While both were reported in
Calloway County, one was in town visiting from Wisconsin and has since
returned home. The other had recently
traveled to California. Both are currently
in stable condition, it was reported.
Robert Hughes, managing partner of
Primary Care, said seeing the cases was
riot a surprise.
"We had been expecting to see a case for
some time," He said. "It was more a matter of 'when' and not 'if —
With the threat of HIN I, staff at
Primary Care had been treating any flulike symptoms with caution and sending
tests off to a lab in Frankfort. The lab
takes about two weeks to process the
results.
A potential third case may be confirmed
soon, Hughes said.
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Chamber plans
business academy

•See Page 2A
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Joyce Key, above, owner of Mr.
J's and Lady J's Forma! Wear,
fixes up a Michael Jackson
replica jacket that the store
used to sell. Key said the jackets were very popular in the
'80s and they had to re-order
them several times to keep up
with demand so, she decided
to put a few away She has the
jacket on display in her store.
At left, a hearse canying the
body of Michael Jackson, the
King of Pop, arrives at the
Staples Center for a memorial
service for the star Tuesday,
July 7, in Los Angeles See
story on page 2.
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Wednesday...Mostly sunny.
Highs in the upper 80s
Wednesday night Mostly
clear. Lows in the upper 60s.
sunny.
Thursday...Mostiy
Highs in the lower 90s.
Thursday night. .Mcally clear.
Lows around 70.
Friday .. Mostly clear. Highs in
the mid 90s.
Friday night. Mostly clear.
Lows in the mid 70s.
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Bunning won't
top Grayson's
000,000
By ROGER AIJFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
— U.S. Sen. Jun Bunning
congratulated a potential
GOP contender for his
Senate seat Tuesday on the
fundraising prowess he has
shown over the past two
months.
Bunning told reporters
Tuesday that he doesn't
expect his fundraising total
for the second quarter to
match the more than
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
This year's Small Business Academy
will start on July 22 at the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce.
This will be the second summer for the
series of lectures, which is a collaboration
between the Chamber and the Murray
Business
Small
University
State
Development Center. It will be a series of
10 one-hour panel discussions on topics
focused on small businesses. Any business
owner is encouraged to attend one or all of
the sessions Lunch will be provided and
the seminars are tree to Chamber of
Commerce members in good standing.
The first session on July 22 will be on
basics of retirement and will be led by
Mark Vinson of Heritage Solutions. July
29 will be about hiring and firing and Aug.
5 will be on the topic of financing options
and will be led by Darren Jones of the
Murray Bank. Matt Hale of Martin,
Colson, Henderson & Hale will talk about

III See Page 2A

Top Republican hits Sotomayor on firefighters case
Sen. McConnell
suggests bias
clouds rulings
By JULIE HIRSCHFELD DAVIS
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate's top Republican suggested Tuesday that Supreme
Sonia
nominee
Court
Sotomayor lets racial bias cloud
her rulings, even as a national
lawyers' group rated her "wellqualified" to be a justice.
Senate Minority Leader Mitch
McConnell said Sotomayor's
federal appeals court ruling last
year against white firefighters
alleging reverse discrimination

leaves the impree;ion she allows
her own agenda to affect her judgment and favors certain groups.
"It is a troubling philosophy
for any judge — let alone one
nominated to our highest court
— to convert empathy into
particular
for
favoritism
groups," McConreil said. His
attack comes less than a week
before the Senate Judiciary
Committee begins hearings on
President Barack Obama's
choice to replace retired Justice
David Soutcr.
Obama said before naming
Sotomayor that he was looking
for a justice with -the quality of
empathy," who could understand and identify with people's

"hopes and struggles" in rendering decisions.
Conservatives have roundly
criticized that concept, arguing
such considerations have no
place in a judge's interpretation
of the law.
Sotomayor was part of an
appeals panel that dismissed the
firefighters' challenge to a decision by New Haven, Conn., to
scrap a promotion test because
too few minorities qualified.
The Supreme Court reversed the
appeals court last week.
McConnell said Sotomayor,
who would be the first Hispanic
on the high court, may have let
her service with a civil rights
represented
that
group

Hispanics in
job discrimination cases
sway her decision. She held
leadership
roles on the
board of the
Puerto Rican
Legal Defense
MCCOINIMIS and Education
now
Fund,
as
Latinolustice
known
PRLDEF, from 1980 to 1992.
During that time, the group
brought several lawsuits in
which minonty workers claimed
they unfairly were denied jobs
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•H1N1...
From Front

AP Photo/Kevork Dianserian. pool
The Jackson family, from lett, Marlon Jackson, Jermaine
Jackson, Tito Jackson, Randy Jackson, Pans Katherine
Jackson, Janet Jackson and Rebbie Jackson speak at the
Michael Jackson public memorial service held at Staples
Center on Tuesday, July 7, in Los Angeles

Poignant service
says goodbye to
M.J., the man
By NEKESA MUM MOODY
AP Music Wnter
LOS ANGELES (API —
Michael Jackson was an entertainment phenomenon both triumphant and troubled, a dazzling performer who transcended barriers, transformed the
music world and transfixed fans
and non-fans alike in every corner of the Earth.
But Tuesday's memorial was
not for that Michael Jackson.
Instead, those closest to the
legend gave us a glimpse of
Michael Jackson the man.
In a poignant and serene service, the portrait they painted was
of a human just as remarkable.
making his loss doubly painful
to bear for those who truly loved
him.
"I just wanted to say ... ever
since I was born. Daddy has been
the best father you could ever
imagine. And l just wanted to say
I love him — so much," said
Jackson's II-year-old daughter,
Paris-Michael, before dissolving
into tears and falling into the
embrace of her aunt Janet.
It was a deeply emotional
moment, the most profound part
of a memorial that accomplished
what Jackson could not in life:
humanizing a man who for so
long had seemed like a caricature.
It took those closest, to him,
from his brother Marlon to his
old friend Brooke Shields, to
explain Michael Jackson to
those who saw him as a talented
freak — an image that deeply
pained Jackson.
So while Motown founder
Berry Gordy talked about the
child prodigy he signed at age
10, and pronounced him not just
the King of Pop. but "the greatest entertainer who ever lived,"
he also talked about the little kid
who played catcher during fam-

According to the Kentucky
Heath Alerts Web site, located
at
Mir Yheathalerts.ky.gov,
which monitors and reports on
HINI cases, there are just 132
confirmed cases in Kentucky
and zero deaths to date
Hughes said that the threat of
HINI has not decreased recently, but has been out of the spotlight. He said the flu is rare in
the summer, so any instances
have been treated seriously.
However, the coming fall season may bring the virus back
into the public's attentiou.
-Part of the danger is this fall
as the virus starts to mutate, but
the (Center for Disease Control)
is already working on a vaccine," he said.
Kathy Howard, infection control nurse at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital, said the hospital has a policy on how to handle a large influx of flu patients
and is prepared for the possibility in the fall.
The best thing for Calloway
County residents to do is to continue watching for flu-like
symptoms and practice good
preventative measures, Howard
said. Avoiding contact with ill
persons, co‘ering your nose and
mouth when sneezing and
coughing and washing your
hands often with soap and water
are all recommended practices
to prevent contracting disease.
"It's something so simple and
easy to do." she said.
With the H IN I virus only
affecting a small percentage of
people. Hughes said there's no
need to panic but to not think
the virus isn't a threat.
'The public needs to not drop
their guard, but also not panic,"
he said.
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GROUNDBREAKING: Members of Hardin Baptist Church recently broke ground for a new
Preschool and Children's Ministry Center at the site of the church on U.S 641 north. The Rev.
Ricky Cunningham dedicated the building in memory of James Mathis, a faithful deacon and
member of the Building Committee who died earlier this year Cunningham, along with the
preschool and children's directors, building committee and two members of John Clark
Construction ended the service by the turning of shovels to make the groundbreaking official.

•Slack property owners

ily softball games against the
Gordys, who cracked jokes and
frolicked in the pool. Magic
Johnson talked about the perfectionist who made him achieve
higher heights as a basketball
player, but also told of sitting
around and eating KFC at his
home. And Shields talked about
a friendship in which laughter
was central to it all.
"We had a bond, and maybe it
was because we both understood
what it was like to be in the
spotlight from a very, very
young age." Shields said, fighting back tears. "M.J.'s laugh
was the sweetest and purest of
anyone I've known."
For Jackson's family and the
organizers of the memorial, it
was a successful rehabilitation
of the image of a superstar who
had been derided for sc long.
The words "sweet" and "pure"
NOTICE
had rarely been used to describe
• The Calloway County
Jackson in the last two decades Board of Education will meet
of his life, marked by allega- in regular session Thursday,
tions of child abuse, an ever- July 9, 2009 at the board
changing face, multiple law- office. Agenda items include
suits, eccentric behavior and a presentation by the LASER
summer school, a proposed
what seemed to be one bad
standard form of agreement
career move after another.
between owner and architect
Only true Jtckson fans, a and other items.
number that seeif,.:d to be dwindling year after year, seemed to
• To report a Town Crier
remember the man who dazzled item call 753-1916.
us with "Thriller.- made us
swoon with delight with infectious grooves like "Rock With
You" and "Remember the
The name of Charlotte loon was
Time," and conversed with presmisspelled in a photo cutline us
idents, kings and queens.
Tuesday'. newspaper descnbing a
But perhaps no one lifted up
non-injur) accident Monday afterthe image of Jackson more than
noon on Magness Road
di- Rev. Al Sharpton, in rousing,
church-like sermon that took
The Murray Ledger & Times
Michael Jackson back from the
wive, to ensure accurate and fait
tabloid headlines. Sharpton
reporting. however mistakes occalooked at Jackson's children and
sionally occur. It is the Ledger's
declared: "Your daddy wasn't
policy to correct error,. To report a
strange — what he had to deal
news mistake or error, please call
with was strange
753-1916.

Teta Crier

Cotentin

From Front
Attorney David Harrington is
now writing an amendment to
the law that will give it sharper
teeth
Harrington did not attend the
meeting, but reported that further work is necessary before it
is presented to the board.
"David hasn't finished with
that yet," said board Chairman
Jim Stahler after the meeting.
"He may have it completed by
our next meeting."
The move would save taxpayer money and aid in compliance.
Also during the meeting, the
board heard from county
Environmental Planner Alicia
Tabers concerning action taken
or planned against several

homeowners cited for unsafe
property violations.
Tabers said some are working
with the county to deal with
conditions; some are not.
Imposition of fines has been
proposed against two of the
property owners.
Some difficulty was cited in
contacting the owners of some
properties identified as unsafe.
One landowner is now in prison,
some are unknown and difficult
to discover while others refuse
to comply or are slow in acting.
Tabers said some are working
with the county to get the work
completed.
Also, board members briefly
discussed apparent misuse or
misunderstanding of the ordinance by complainants that

IN Academy... III Bunning...
From Front

From Front

general tax issues and payroll $600,000 taken in by Trey
taxes on Aug. 12 and Lee Grayson, the Kentucky secreHatcher of Murray Digital tary of state who formed an
Solutions will speak about back- exploratory committee in May
ing up computer systems on to look at a possible Senatc
run.
Aug. 19.
A second-term senator from
On Aug. 26, Chip Adams of northern Kentucky.
Bunning
Overby & Adams will talk about
said he hasn't spent as much
legal issues and Melony Bray
time on fundraising as his
from Murray-Calloway County
potential
Republican
and
Hospital give a talk on marketDemocratic challengers.
ing basics on Sept. 2. Loretta
"I don't have the luxury of
Daniels from Mars Regional
going
around the state and
Business Innovation Center will
talk about the top 10 reasons knocking on doors and making
small businesses fail on Sept. 9 phone calls to everybody that is
and Shawn Dunnaway of available to raise money from,"
Kentucky Lake Productions will Bunning said. "This job keeps
talk about "E-Commerce" mar- I me a little busy."
Bunning,
speaking
to
keting on Sept. 16. The last session will be on Sept. 23, when reporters on a weekly conferTracy
McKinney
from ence call from Washington, said
McKinney Insurance will talk he is confident that as long he
about insuring small businesses. remains in the race, Grayson
To make reservations, cal! will not ruri for his seat. And
753-5171
Or
e-mail Bunning said he intends to stay
k m mymun-ay.com.
in the race.

.

••
apparently bear grudges against
neighbors and other domestic
conflicts leading to accusations
of unsafe property. Tabers pointed out that she will investigate
reports filed at the environmental planners office as required
but would independently verify
possible violations and take
action only if needed.
The
Calloway
County
Property Protection Board is
charged with contacting owners
of property that pose a danger to
the public because of physical
condition and taking action if
necessary. Other members of
the board include Joe Dan
Taylor, Bill Rogers and Gary
Barnes.

Declared candidates and those
who have formed exploratory
committees have until July 15 Co
file campaign finance reports
listing their donors and the
amounts
raised.
Grayson
released his fundraising totals
on Monday, showing he accumulated $602,699.
Bunning reported $375,747 on
hand at the end of the first quarter. He would need to carry over
less than $200,000 to top
Grayson.

Sotomayor
From Front
or promotions in favor of white
employees.
As McConnell sharpened his
critique, conservative leaders
pressed Republicans to delay a
final vote on Sotomayor until
September. GOP senators have
given no indication they will do
so, and many ar:tivists are frustrated with what they call the
party's lackluster approach to
the debate.

THURSDAY, JULY 30, 2009 AT 2:00 P.M.
105 S. BROACH STREET. MURRAY, KY 42071 OF HOUSE
AND LOT
105 S. BROACH STREET, MURRAY, KY 42071

.t-ces-syoui'otthihts,islirectly.frarrl,yOurcell chone..
This is a vinyl sided frame noose with 1040 square feel or Irving area located in a quiet ne,gribcirh000 close sox,bis
10
arc
shopping It rs comonsed of a lung roo-n iutcherirdining room three bedrooms and one bath This
would be an excellent buy for a
larnity residence or an investor tnierested in rental property or resale after repairs
July 23

2C09 from 1 00 lo 200 p m

The minimum acceptable bid fa this property is S20 850
Payment of the current year s properly taxes are the responsibility of the purchaser
Clear tele to this property is not warranted The U S marshals Deed is not a general warranty deed
Boyers are advised tb have
the property's title examined Written nothcation regarding errilrnbrances on the properly
must be made to tie mayfieto Rural
Development Office within 30 days
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LEGAL NOTICE
Notice is hereby grven thaf on July 30 2009. al 2 00 p m.. at 105 S. Broach Street Murray.
kVrordertisraisethesumof
125 014.4 prnapal. together erth interest credit subsidy granted in the amount of
$35 285 15. plus interest in pie arrr,unt of
12.090 32 as of April 7. 2008 and interest thereafter on the principal at 57 6011 from Apnl 7 2008
until the dale of Judgment. plus
interest on the Judgment amount (principal plus interest to the date of Judgment) at the rate
01 2.or. pzeduted daily arid compounded annually. until paid in lus and tor the costs ol this fiction pursuant to Juoornent and
Order Of Sale. being Civil Acton No
5.08CV 78-R on the Parlor-0 Docket of the United Stales District Court for the Western District of
9. 2308 in the case of United Stales of America vs Diane S Barrett Ma Diane Shroal et at theKentucky, entered on September
'dewing described property will
highest
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Checs 'rude payable to the US. marshal' or rs'
dey of the tale with good and sufficient bond for the balance bearing interest at the rate of 2 08%
per
payable in 90 days arid sad bond having the effect of a Judgment Upon a default by the Purchaser. annum until pad, nue one
the deposit she' be tortetted
waned by thy,
Marshal as a part of the Proceeds of the sale and the property shal again
be °Nereid lor sale subdct to
confirrnetion by the Coon
This sate shall be Dar and foreclosure of all right, MM. interest. estate claim
and of a persona cjaemb,j by, through. under or against them. provided Vie demand or equity of redemption of the detendaris
purchase price is
value !I the purchase price as not equal lo Iwo-thirds or the appraised value Me Deed equal to two thirds of the appraised
shall contain in a Yen in favor a Inc
defendants reflecting the right of the defendants to redeem during Me pared provided by law (KRS 426
5301 Under law. the
purchaser is deemed to be on notice of as matters affecting the property of record in the local County
Clerk s °nice
Indunes should be directed to
Barbara Gillum Acting Area Director
RURAL OEVELOPMENT AREA OEFtCE
1000 Commonwear Drive, Mayfield. KY 42066
Telephone 273-247 9525 r 4
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Obama, G8 summit, eye intense global talks

Mrs. Ludt. V. Outland
Mis Lucile V. Outland. 91. Murray, died Tuesday. July 7,
2009,
at 2:27 p.m. in the critical care unit at Murray -Calloway
County
Hospital. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Frances Bell Colson. 64. Murray, died Tuesday. July 7, 2006. at
7:21 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah
Born Oct. 16. 1944. she was the daughter of the late Calvert and
011ie Scott Colson.
Survivors include one son, Eric Elkins and wife, Kim, Benton;
one brother. Bobby Colson and wife. Beverly, Dexter: three sisters.
Rita Flood, Dexter. Freda Elliott and husband, David, Murray, and
Ava Peal and husband, Ricky. Alrno; two grandchildren. McKenzie
Elkins and Morgan Elkins, Benton.
A graveside service will be Friday at 11 a.m at the Pleasant Hill
Cemetery in the Land Between the Lakes. Bro. Ricky Cunningham
will officiate. No visitation is scheduled. Churchill-Irises Heritage
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
' Expressions of sympathy may take the form of contributions to
- Frances Colson Memorial Fund, c/o Regions Bank. P.O. Box 446,
Benton, KY 42025. Online condolences may be made at
www.imesmillercom.

Mrs. Mary Katherine Calloway
Mrs. Mary Katherine Calloway. 86. Pans. Tenn.. died Monday.
July 6, 2009, at Henry County Medical Center, Paris.
She formerly worked at Clippard Plant for many years and was a
lifelong member of Shady Grove Baptist Church. Her hobby was
traveling and she had visited all 50 states, Mexico and Canada. She
was married Dec. 24, 1944, to J.W. Calloway who died June 27,
1990. Born June 23, 1923, in Paris, she was the daughter of the late
Thomas Hanle Flanagan and Prudie Jane Oliver Flanagan.
Survivors include one daughter. Beverly Calloway. Paris, and
owner of Merle Norman, Murray. Ky.; three sisters, Hallie Mae
Nichols and Winnie Sue Dunlap, both of Paris. and Frances Wilson,
Evansville, Ind.; one brother, Windell Flanagan and wife, Dianne.
and half brother, Terry Flanagan. all of Paris: several nieces and
nephews.
A celebration of life will be tonight (Wednesday) at 7;30 p.m. at
Ridgeway Funeral Home, Paris, with Jack Criswell and Roy Stinson
officiating. A graveside service will be Thursday at 11 a.m. at Shady
Grove Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home today
(Wednesday)from 4 to 7:30 p.m. and Thursday from 8 to 10:30 a.m.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Shady Grove Cemetery
Fund. do (•arolyn Nord. 976 Jim Merrell Rd., Paris. TN 38242.

Mrs. Virginia Ann Webb

L'AQUILA, Italy (AP) President Barack Obama joined
fellow world leaders in Italy this
morning for talks on threats to
global secunty and stability at a
summit where climate change. a
continuing global economic crisis, nuclear proliferation and
world hunger took top billing.
The G-8 meetings may lack
the intrigue ot Obarna's tilldowns earlier in the week with
Russia's top leaders, or the emotion of the reception the first
black Amencan president surely
will get in Ghana Saturday.
But they won't lack for ambition, on the surface at least, as
the world's most powerful officials discuss the problems
threatening the planet
Obama and the leaders of
seven
other
industrialized
nations had meetings set in the
picturesque town of L'Aquila.
northeast of Rome, before they
were to widen their circle to
include fast-growing countries
like China and India, and struggling nations from Africa.
In large and small groups,
the talks will involve trade.
Iran's nuclear ambitions, food
security and other issues.
Obama went immediately
into a meeting with Italian
President Giorgio Napolitano
after arriving at the stately
Quinnale Palace in Rome, meeting his host in a spectacular setting that included a large room
with a soaring ceiling, gilded
walls and doors and huge chandaliers.
Emerging from the meeting
with Napolitano. Obama said he

AP
U.S. President Barack Obama right, shares a word with European
Commission President
Jose Manuel Barroso, British Pnme Minister Gordon Brown and Sweden's
Pnme Minister
Fredrik Reinfeldt during arrival for a working G8 summit in L'Aquila, Italy
this morning.
was looking forward to the G-8 strengthening the forces of mod- to ensure
that Iran and North
talks and praised his Italian eration around the world."
Korea don't "take a path" that
hosts for being "such good
Obama also said he and would widen the arms race on
friends- of the United States Napolitano agreed that efforts the Korean
peninsula and in the
over the years.
must continue in the area of Mideast.
He said the two countries "raising standards on financial
Topping the list of G-8 disamong other things "are work- institutions.' to protect against cussions are
possible ways to
ing hand in hand in places like future global economic melt- slow the release
of greenhouse
Afghanistan to ensure that we're downs. He also said that it is gases linked to
global warming.
isolating
extremists
and crucial that world leaders work

White House tightening food safety standards

The funeral for Mrs. Virginia AIM Webb will be Friday at II am.
in the chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Bro. David
WASHINGTON(AP)--The
Cunningham will officiate. Burial will follow in the New
White House is trying to make
Providence Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5
Americans' food safer after
to 8 p.m. Thursday. Online condolences may be made at
recent recalls of popular prodwww.imesmiller.com.
ucts like peanut butter and cookExpressions of sympathy may be made to American Cancer
ie dough.
Society, do Pat Latimer, 101 South 4th St.. Murray, KY 42071.
A food safety working group
Mrs. Webb,58, formerly of Murray, died Sunday. July 5. 2009, in
established by President Barack
Grenada, Miss. She was a member of Bethany Baptist Church. Her
°barna said Tuesday that the
husband, Ralph William Worley Sr., and one brother. Robert Glenn
government will try and boost
Webb, preceded her in death. Born Feb. II. 1951. in Erwin, Tenn.,
the safety of some of the
she was the daughter of the late Leslie Gordon Webb and May
nation's most popular foods.
Evelyn Murray.
announcing stricter rules for the
Survivors include two sons. Ralph Worley Jr.. Grenada. Miss.,
production of eggs, poultry.
and Richard Worley Sr. and wife, Tera. Murray; two daughters,
beef, leafy greens, melons and
Melissa James, Murray. and Anna Leblanc and husband. Richard.
tomatoes. The new standards are
Bowling Green; one sister. Lisa P. Holland and husband, Bill,
an effort to reduce instances of
Gracey; II grandchildren; one great-grandchild.
salmonella and E. coli contamination.
The group, headed by
Agriculture Secretary Tom
Vilsack and Health and Human
Ms. Peggy Sue Carroll
Services Secretary Kathleen
The funeral for Ms. Peggy Sue Carroll will be today (Wednesday) Sebelius, is also directing the
at I p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Bro. John Food and Drug Administration
Frednck and Bro. Bill Stockwell will officiate. Pallbearers will be to help the food industry estabGreg Rhodes, Roger Rhodes, Bobby McDermott, Richie Lovins, lish better tracing systems if
Rick Clark and Frank Brandstetter. Burial will follow in the Murray there is an outbreak, so the oriMemorial Gardens.
gins of a disease can be quickly
Ms. Carroll. 63. Midway Road, Murray. died Sunday. July 5, found. A new network to help
2009, at 7 a.m, at her home. She had retired from Mattel of Murray the many agencies that regulate
after 25 years and was a member of the Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's food safety communicate better
Witness. Porn Aug. 30, 1945. in Murray, she was the daughter of the will also be created.
late Johnie and Velma Phillips Carroll. A brother-in-law, Lenice
Coles, preceded her in death.
Survivors include one sister, Joan Coles. Murray; two nieces,
Dwania Edwards and husband, Alan. Hardin, and Miranda McBride,
Murray; one nephew. Harry Coles, and one great-niecz. Rochelle
Edwards, both of Murray; uncle. Robert McDermott, Hazel: several
cousins.
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
widespread computer attack that
began July 4 knocked out the
Web sites of the Treasury
Department, the Secret Service
and other U.S. government
agencies, according to officials
WASHINGTON (AP) - Sotomayor came
as the inside and outside the governConservatives stepped up their American Bar Association, a
ment.
criticism of Supreme Court national lawyers' group, rated
Sites in South Korea were
nominee Sonia Sotomayor on her "well-qualified" to be a jusalso affected, and South Korean
Tuesday. but it was unclear how tice after its members conducted
intelligence officials believe the
far Senate Republicans were scores of confidential interviews attack
was carried out by North
willing to go to create bumps in with her colleagues and pored
Korean or
pro-Pyongyang
what appears to be a smooth through her record and writings forces.
road to confirmation for to assess her integrity, qualificaThe U.S. government Web
President Barack Obama's first tions and temperament.
sites, which also included those
high-court choice.
Democrats and civil rights of
the
Federal
Trade
Even as the Senate's top leaders rushed to defend Commission
and
the
Republican suggested that Sotomayor against charges that
Transportation
Department,
Sotomayor let racial bias cloud she's an activist who would were all
down at varying points
her rulings, he and other GOP allow racial bias to interfere over the holiday
weekend and
• senators refused to say whether with her decisions. The Senate into this week.
South Korean
they would accede to conserva- Judiciary Committee is to open Internet sites
began experienctive activists' demands to try to hearings
Monday
on ing problems Tuesday.
: delay a final vote to confirm her Sotomayor•s nomination to
U.S. officials refused to pubuntil September. At the same replace Justice David Souter on licly discuss
details of the cyber
National Rifle the Supreme Court. If con- attack.
time, the
Association raised what it called firmed, she would be the first
But South Korea's National
"very serious concerns" about Hispanic to serve. The NRA - Intelligence Service,
the nation's
Sotomayor based on her stance influential with Republicans and main spy agency, told group
a
of
on weapons rights, yet it stopped some conservative Democrats South
Korean
lawmakers
opposing
citing
its
of
her,
said senators should question Wednesday it believes that
: short
"respect for the confirmation Sotomayor on her views on the North Korea or North Korean
process." The fresh critiques of Second Amendment.
sympathizers in the South "were

Paid Obituary

Tougher standards, including
stiffer penalties and increased
inspections, are included in legislation approved by a House
panel earlier this year.
The White House and
Congress have turned their
attention to the issue after a
string of food safety breakdowns in recent years, from contaminated spinach in 2006 to
salmonella in peppers and possibly tomatoes last year.
Earlier this year a massive
salmonella outbreak in peanut
products sickened hundreds,
was suspected of causing nine
deaths and led to one of the
largest product recalls in U.S.
history.
In the past month. Nestle Toll
House cookie dough and
380.0(X) pounds of beef produced by the JBS Swift Beef Co.
of Greeley. Colo., have been
recalled due illnesses caused by
E. coli contamination.
In March, Obama said he
would create a special advisory
group to coordinate antiquated
food safety laws and recommend ways to update them. The
FDA does not have enough

Gov't Web sites attacked,
North Korea suspected

Sotomayor critics step up
rhetoric ahead of hearings

S taarshati on the
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behind- the attacks, according to
an aide to one of the lawmakers
briefed on the information.
The aide spoke on condition
of anonymity, citing the sensitivity of the information. The
National Intelligence Service South Korea's main spy agency
- said it couldn't immediately
confirm the report. but it said it
was cooperating with American
authorities.
Amy Kudwa, spokeswoman
for the Homeland Security
Department, said the agency's
U.S. Computer Emergency
Readiness Team issued a notice
to federal departments and other
partner organizations about the
Problems and "advised them of
steps to take to help mitigate
against such attacks."
Others familiar with the U.S.
outage. which is called a denial
of service attack, said the fact
that the government Web sites
were still being affected three
days after it began signaled an
unusually lengthy and sophisticated attack.
Two government officials
acknowledged that the Treasury
and Secret Service sites were
brought down.

Looking For

ir

.it

Bob Corn son
- Agent

sor, will serve as a senior adviser to the commissioner.
Consumer groups said the
new rules were good first steps
as Congress considers even
stricter measures.
"We still urgently need to
overhaul our badly outdated
laws so that FDA has the tools
and funds they need to inspect,
prevent and detect food contamination.- said Erik D. Olson,
director of food and consumer
product safety at the Pew
Charitable Trusts.
"FDA must be able to
strongly enforce against food
companies that import contaminated foods or hide test results
showing contamination."
Vice President Joe Bider,,
who joined Vilsack and Sebelius
for the announcement, said the
administration's efforts to prevent disease are an important
new approach.
-The focus on prevention is
to have a completely different
emphasis than we've had in the
past.- Biden said. "In the past
we've focused on better reactions to food safety problems
when they occur."
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money or workers to conduct
annual inspections at more than
a fraction of the 150.000 food
processing plants and warehouses in the country. Obama said.
Under the new rules:
--Egg and poultry producers
will have to follow new standards designed to reduce sahnonella contamination, including
increased testing and refrigeration for eggs.
-The
Food
Safety
Inspection
Service.
the
Agriculture Department agency
that inspects meat, will increase
sampling of ground beef ingredients in an effort to better find
E. coli contamination.
--The FDA will recommend
ways that producers of leafy
greens. melons and tomatoes
can reduce disease strains, and
require stricter standards in
those industries within two
year:.
-The
FDA
and
the
Agriculture Department will
create new positions to better
oversee food safety. The FDA
said Tuesday that Mike Taylor. a
food safety expert and George
Washington University proles-
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Character makes
the best teacher

1

James M. Banner. Jr. and
Harold C. Cannon devote a
chapter in "The Elements of
Teaching" to the element of
"Character." For them the issue
of character is all about being
authentic, being real. They
write that "teachers ought to
bring to their work themselves.
not some manufactured personas."
Young teachers often fall into
the trap of trying to teach by
assuming "teaching personalities" that are not their own.
We try to emulate the teaching styles of our former teachers, at least the ones who meant
the most to us. We want to
be like them. But, according
to Banner and Cannon, teachers of real character remain
real in the classroom, true to
themselves, their own personalities.
I wrote in a previous column years ago about the issue
of character, the issue of becoming real in Margery Williams's
"The Velveteen Rabbit." A
conversation between the Skin
Horse and the Rabbit is really about the moral and theological problem of becoming the
person that we are meant to
be in the company of those
that we love the most:
"The Skin Horse had lived
longer in the nursery than any
'of the others. He was so old
that his brown coat was bald
in patches and showed the seams
underneath, and most of the
hairs in his tail had been pulled
out to string bead necklaces.
He was wise, for he had seen
a long succession of mechanical toys arrive to boast and
swagger, and by-and-by break
their mainstrings and pass away,
and he knew that they were
only toys, and would never
turn into anything else. For
nursery magic is very strange
and wonderful, and only those
playthings that are old and wise
and experienced like the Skin
Horse understand all about it.
'What is REAL" asked
the Rabbit one day, when they
were lying side by side near
the nursery fender. before Nana
came to tidy the room. 'Does

it mean having things that buzz
inside you
and a stickout handle?'
"Real
how
isn't
you
arc
made, said
the
Skin
Horse. it's
a thing that
happens to
you. When
and
a child loves li
ay
you for a
By James
Duane Bolin
long, long
time, not just Ledger & Times
Columnist
to play with.
but REALLY loves you, then you become
Real.'
'Does it hurt?' asked the
Rabbit.
'Sometimes.' said the Skin
Horse, for he was always truthful. 'When you are Real you
don't mind being hurt.'
'Does it happen all at once,
like being wound up: he asked,
'or bit by bit?'
it doesn't happen all at
once,' said the Skin Horse.
'You become. It takes a long
time. That's why it doesn't
often happen to people who
break easily, or have sharp
edges. or who have to be carefully kept. Generally. by the
time you are Real, most of
your hair has been loved off.
and your eyes drop out and
you get loose in the joints and
very shabby. But these things
don't matter at all, because
once you are Real you can't
be ugly, except to people who
don't understand.'
lAncll once you are Real you
can't become unreal again. It
lasts for always.—
Banner and Cannon write
that "a teacher's character must
be authentic." "Just as the
ancient Greeks advised 'Know
thyself,— they write, "so the
first rule of teaching is 'Be
thyself.— Such is the mark
of a teacher of character.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University Contact
him
at duane.bolin@murraystate.edu.
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'Olive Kitteridge' good choice for reading
It used to be that every
small town had a Main Street
and on that street was at least
one pharmacy. The pharmacist,
by virtue of his role, was one
of the most trusted people in
town. He knew what maladies
befell the local folk but never
told even the most scandalous
secrets. He was a saint who
never claimed his halo.
The Pulitzer Prize-winning
book "Olive Kitteridge." by
Elizabeth Strout, opens with a
story about the pharmacist in
the seacoast town of Crosby,
Maine. Henry Kitteridge is
retired, but he cherishes vivid
memories of his job. He remembers the drive to work in summer "when the wild raspberries shot their new growth in
brambles along the last section of town." He still wakes
at the same early hour and
recalls arriving at the "small,
two-story building that housed
separately a hardware store and
a small grocery."
The daily routine is vivid
in Henry's mind. He parked
and entered through the back
of the store, switching on lights,
adjusting the thermostat, and
putting the money for the day
into the register.
-The ritual was pleasing, as
though the old store - with
its shelves of vitamins, cosmetics. hair adornments, even
sewing needles and greeting
cards.. was a person altogether steady and steadfast."
Henry is married to the title

character. Olive Kitteridge is
a big woman with over-sized
opinions; she is no clinging
vine. At home. Henry is understanding and sensitive to his
wife; at work, he is cheerful
and helpful no matter what he
is dispensing, including the
"Valium for Rachel Jones,
whose husband ran off the night
their baby was born. It was
Henry's nature to listen, and
many times during the week
he would say. 'Gosh, I'm awful
sorry to hear that,' or 'Say,
isn't that something?"
When Henry hires young
Denise Thibodeau to take the
place of his clerk who died
unexpectedly in her sleep. Olive
pronounces Denise as "mousy"
and round-shouldered. "No
one's cute who can't stand up
straight," Olive declared.
True to his nature, Henry
does not think of Denise in
romantic terms, but he feels a
kinship to her and her husband. Together, Henry thought,
they made a sweet, innocent
couple who would someday
have a family and live out
their years enduring the usual
ups and downs of small town
- or anytown -- life.
When Henry insists that he
and Olive invite the Thibodeau's
for dinner, the meal is not
exactly a relaxing evening of
breaking bread. In the middle
of it. Olive announces that
working in a pharmacy is a
public trust, a kind of warning to Denise. "You learn the

secrets
of
prisingly, Olive elbows her way
everyone in
into each one, but she is not
town," Olive
the dominating force in all.
declares,
Other Crosby residents make
adding "You
their way onto center stage.
have
to
We meet Olive and Henry's
know
to
son. Christopher, who escapes
keep
your
his mother's crushing love by
mouth shut."
moving to California. We are
When
guests at Christopher's wedding.
Denise's
and witnesses to Olive's secret
husband Main
vandalism of her new daughStreet
accidentally By Constance
ter-in-law's belongings. We
knocks over
attend funerals, eavesdrop on
Alexander
a
ketchup Ledger & Times secret, sexless meetings of aging
bottle that
lovers who long for companColumnist
spills "like
ionship. We root for a young
thickened
bride, left at the altar. As she
blood across the oak table" runs away from home to get
and then tries to right it, he a life for herself, we wonder
ends up staining his white shirt. what will happen to the little
Olive's reaction is to blurt, sister she leaves behind.
"For God's sake" as the young
Reading "Olive Kitteridge"
man sits back, looking strick- is like being a summertime
en.
resident of a small town. We
Life with Olive is like that. get to know some of the locals
She blurts out what she thinks, better than others, but yearn
and her thoughts run in dark to find out more about each
places. A former schoolteacher, one. On occasion, the author
she still is a powerful pres- tantalizes us with snippets withence in the minds of many of out telling the whole story. It
her former students. She remem- is like eavesdropping in the
bers each one and has a spe- check-out line at Kroger's.
cial radar to detect those whose
Out in paperback by Ranlives were filled with sadness. dom House in time for sumIt is this empathy that makes met reading, "Olive Kitteridge"
Olive bearable; otherwise, she was named one of the best books
is a character who you would of the year by the Washington
hide from in the grocery store. Post, USA Today, and the
just to avoid her scrutiny and Library Journal, among others.
sometime scorn.
A discussion guide at the back
Though it reads like a novel. of the book makes it a good
"Olive Kitteridge" is really a choice for reading groups.
book of short stories. Not sur-

Palin resignation just doesn't add up
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin's
abrupt and unscripted holiday
resignation is an odd way to
launch a potential presidential
bid and no help for a party
battered by scandal and fighting for relevancy.
From a folksy figure who
catapulted from obscure governor to conservative darling
and vice presidential nominee,
it's merely the latest move in
a political drama that has left
Republican elders scratching
their heads.
No one is sure why Palin
took such an unusual path. All
points suggest a strategy
designed to maintain her political viability with an eye toward
a 2012 presidential bid. Barring a personal surprise or scandal, little else makes sense.
Even in explaining her exit
from the governor's office during the middle of her first
term, former aides to Sen. John
McCain, R-Ariz., and current
allies criticized Palin for what
they said was a typically erratic and seemingly irrational act.
McCain. who named Patin his
running mate in 2008, issued
a terse statement wishing her
well.
"If this is her launching pad

AP

NEWS ANALYSIS
By PHILLIP ELLIOTT

for 2012, it's a curious move,"
said John Weaver, a former
senior strategist for McCain's
presidential bids. "Policy is
politics, and she has no real
accomplishments as governor."
Some party officials, including some once close to Min,
wondered whether she departed in advance of a brewing
controversy, an assertion her
camp denied.
During the presidential campaign, McCain officials fretted
about six or seven areas of
personal and professional concern, according to a former
official who helped investigate
Palin's background after her
rocky rollout.
This official, who spoke only
on the condition of anonymity to discuss internal matters,
said the governor's explanations for many subjects never
won full acceptance from the
campaign, but the stretchedthin McCain staff decided not
to pick a fight with the vice
presidential pick during the final
march toward November.
While the straight-talking

former small-town mayor didn't indicate what she would
do after she leaves office this
month. Palin's rambling exit
statement offered clues about
her political ambitions.
She says she wants to help
Republicans win. That means
she could raise money and earn
favors for another campaign.
She says she wants to travel.
That means she could find
her way into high-value political centers such as Manchester. N.H.. and Des Moines,
Iowa. She says the media are
against her. That suggests she's
casting herself as a victim
again, a move right out of her
campaign playbook.
She says she wants to better serve Alaska by stepping
down as its governor. That
means she could buck the system and try to wrap herself in
the cloak of change that helped
Barack Obama win the White
House.
She says she wants to protect her family. That means
she could run as a family values candidate. Not a bad plat-

form amid a Republican Party
without a clear leader. Fighting among factions inside the
GOP have pitted radio personality Rush Limbaugh against
Republican National Committee Chairman Michael Steele;
potential
2012 candidates
against Washington; and outof-power lawmakers against
each other. But politics is an
unpredictable game.
Despite the misstep, Palin
enjoys an ability to connect
with voters that cannot be
taught. She drew larger crowds
than McCain and became an
overnight celebrity whose star
power has stayed.
She would have tremendous
sway in Iowa, where the nation's
first caucuses are held, and in
South Carolina, where social
conservatives drive the nominating process.
"She has a national base of
social conservatives she can
count on for anything,'' said
Rich Killion, an adviser to former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt
Romney, another likely 2012
candidate.
"But I can't get over ho's.
she convinces a general election audience how quitting on
her constituents is a good thing."
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'Bang for Your Bucks'class
to be at Extension office

io's
Datebook

Heath family holds reunion at the Reuter home

Calloway County Extension Office will
host the class, 'Jiang for Your Bucks," on
Mondays, July 13, 20 and 27, from 1:30 to
2:30 p.m. These classes will teach participants ways to live OR ileS8 ilICO/111e, ideas for
adjusting your budget, and shopping at the
grocery without neglecting your health.
This class, taught by Ashley McKinney,
Calloway County Nutrition Education
Program Assistant, and La Dawn Hale,
Calloway County Extension Agent for Family
& Consumer Sciences, is free and open to the
public. To register, call the exten.sion office at
753-1452.

By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor
VFW Post -will meet
Post 6291 of Veterans of Foreign War; is asking all members to
be sure to attend a meeting Thursday at 7 p.m. at the National
Guard
Armory. Ky. 121 North. Post Commander Dave Foley said members' votes are needed to elect new officers for the coming year and
all members are urged to participate.

SS representative to be here

A Social Security representative will be at the Calloway County
Public Library on Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and will
assist in filing claims. For more information call toll free at 1-800772-1213 or the Mayfield office at 1-270-247-8095.

TOPS Chapter will meet

{3egR

TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library. For
information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

Narcotics group will meet

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7 to 8 p.m.
at St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or I 877-447-2004.
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Lodge meeting Thursday

Thirty-two descendants of
the James Henry Heath family
gathered at the home of Beverly
Heath and Ronald Reuter in
Murray for a first reunion
recently.
They were the children,
grandchildren and great-grandchildren of Carnell Heath.
Clarence (Bud) Heath, Wilma
Pool (Mike) Heath, and Audie
Heath Vinson, all born iv
Stewart County Tenn.. to James
Henry and Ida Moore Heath.
The farnify operated a logging company in the Land
Between the Lakes between
Model(home place) and Golden
Pond for many years, before
moving to Murray in about
1921, and building what is now
known as the Cherry house on
Ky. Hwy. 94 East. The house
was originally set back a mile or
so from its present setting where
it was surrounded by a Grist
Mill and General store operated
by the family.
"For many. especially the
newer generation, this was a
first meeting of the many
cousins and a first visit to
Murray. We are delighted to say.
Murray and Kentucky displayed
itself beautifully, after almost
two months of rain. It gave us a
gorgeous sunny Saturday with
all of its spectacular colors at
their brightest. We are just

Pictured are those attending the Heath family reunion at the
Reuter
delighted that everyone went Eichenberg and Larry Heath and
home with the same awe and wife, Cns;
wonder at the beauty and friendMichigan - Mrs. Glenn Heath
liness of this area that we feel Sr., (Joyce)). Glenn Jr. and
daily," said Beverly Reuter of Nancy Heath, Theresa Heath
Murray.
and Brad Clancy and children,
Five states were represented Becca and Liam and friend ,
at the gathering who were as fol- Heather; Kim Heath and Joe
lows:
Straub and children. Sarah and
California - Sue Heath and Zack and Joe's mother. Doris
Stewart Monroe:
Straub;
Florida - Cynthia Heath
Tennessee - Max Heath, Torn

Photo provided
home of Beverly and Ronald

and Kay Heath, Amy Heath.
Jason and Amy Heath and children. Callie and Caitlyn, Audie
Vinson and Lathan Keens;
Kentucky: Martha Hendon
Roberts, LaDean Heath Mason,
and Beverly Heath and Ron
Reuter.

Woodmen of World Lodge 592 will meet Thursday at 6 p.m. at
Coldwater Barbecue. US Hwy.641 North, Murray. All members are
urged to attend.

Free tree cutting available

United Methodist Church Disaster Response is offering free tree
cutting service for those who can't afford or unable to do it themselves. William P. (Bill) Carr is the conference disaster relief coordinator. Any person needing this free service is asked to call the
First United Methodist Church of Murray at 753-3812.

Bank plans Christmas trip
Bank of Cadiz & Trust Co. travel Club will sponsor a "Christmas
in San Antonio" trip Dec. 3-10. This will include Texarkan,
Jefferson. Austin, Fredericksburg, San Antiorio. River Walk, Barge
Tour, Alamo and more. A slide show presentation about the trip will
be Thursday. July 16, at 5 p.m. in the Cadiz downtown office, located at 79 Main St. For more information contact Jennifer Eidson at
759-4852 or visit the welssite bandofcadiz.com for more details
about the trip.

Angel Alert issued by center
An Angel Alert has been issued for two twin size bed mattresses
for a family by the Calloway County Family Resource Center. Any
one having any to donate is asked to call the center at 762-7333.

Bank offers Caribbean Cruise
The Murray Bank Good Life is offering a 10-Night Southern
Caribbean Cruise including the British Virgin Islands, St. Maarten,
St. Lucia, as well as several more ports of call. Cabin categories are
limited and early reservations are encouraged. For more information
contact Brenda Sykes at 767-3338 or e-mail bsykes@athemurraybank.com.

CCHS Class of 1979 planning reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1979 is planning for its
30-year reunion. Anyone interested in planning the event is asked to
call Bill Vincent at 293-1249.

Special need requested
A working single parent needs a car. If you have a car that you
would like to donate, call The Harbour Youth Services Center at
Calloway County High school at 762-7390 for more information.

Angel Alert issued
An angel alert for an electric washer and dryer. Anyone having
these call Karen at Calloway County Middle School Youth services
Center at 762-7365.

Cemetery funds needed
Due to low operating funds, the New Concord Cemetery needs
tax deductible contributions for upkeep/mowing. Checks should be
made to New Concord Cemetery and mailed to Mac Coleman, 296
Buchanan Lane, New Concord, KY 42076.

Cemetery requesting funds
Green Plain Cemetery, located on Ky. Hwy. 641 South near
Hazel, is in urgent need of funds for the care of the cemetery.
Donations may be made to Green Plain Cemetery Fund, do David
Thompson, 3911 Murray-Paris Rd.. Hazel, KY 42049.

Need Line lists items needed
Need Line has issued a new list of items needed to replenish the
pantry for the clients. They are green beans. Sloppy Joe Mix, soup,
spinach, tuna, tamales and Sauerkraut for the pantry; bread, eggs
and hot dogs for freezer/cooler; dish liquid, bar soap, toilet paper.
tooth paste and baby diapers size 5 for personal hygiene and cleaning supplies; large brown paper bags. These items may be taken to
the Need Line building at 638 South Fourth St., Murray, between 10
a.m. and 4 p.m., Monday through Friday. For information call 7536333.

Meeting times listed for local AA
Murray Alcoholics Anonymous holds meetings at 615 South
12th St., in the Southside Shopping Center behind Regions Branch
Bank. The regular schedule is as follows: Sunday,4 p.m., closed, no
smoking. 12x12 study, 8 p.m.. open meeting, smoking; Monday, 6
p.m. closed, smoking, ladies meeting, 8 p.m. open, smoking;
Tuesday. 8 p.m. closed, no smoking; Wednesday, 11 a.m. closed, no
smoking, 6 p.m.. closed, ladies meeting, smoking, 8 p.m.. open.
smoking; Thursday, 8 p.m. closed, smoking, big book meeting:
Friday, 12 noon, no smoking, lunchtime meeting, 8 p.m. open,
smoking. New comers; Saturday, 10 a.m., open. non-smoking, 8
p.m. open, non-smoking, speaker meeting. Closed meetings are for
people who think they have a problem with alcohol and want to give
it up. Open meetings are for anyone who wants to attend an AA
meeting. For information for male contacts call at 753-9320 or 4362552. and for female contacts, call 270-493-1227, 293-9744 or 9781879.

Photo provided

OFFICERS INSTALLED: Pictured are newly installed officers for American Legion
Post 73 of
Murray. The officers have been elected for 2010 and were swom in at the June
meeting.
From left are Amos McCarty, Commander; Jim Clemmons, Chaplain; Cecil
Cowsert, ViceCommander; John Ritzie, Executive Committee; Jesse West, Historian; and Ron
Hubbard,
Executive Committee. Al veterans are invited to attend both the social gatherings
and meetings.

'Cool' events for the heat
of July scheduled at Lake
Barkley State Resort Park
CADIZ, Ky.
Spend the hot
"dog days" of July in some
"cool" events and happenings at
Lake Barkley State Resort Park.
Horseback riding has returned
to Lake Barkley! The stables,
located
on
the
Beach/Campground Road, are
open to the public seven days a
week with rides on every hour,
beginning at 9 a.m. The stables
are closed from noon to I p.m,
and the last ride goes at 4 p.m.
Rides are $15 a person; all ages
are welcome. For reservations,
call 270-348-3329.
Lake Barkley is observing
Play Golf America Month in
July with a special promotion
aimed at young golfers. From
July 6 through July 31, any
player 18 or under may play a
free round (can not included) at
Barkley's Boots Randolph Golf
Course when accompanied by a
paying adult.
For those desiring an all-inclusive package, the popular Tee's
& Zzz's golf packages are still
available,
which
include
overnight lodging, breakfast and
dinner, 18 holes of golf with a
golf cart, welcome gift card and
preferred tee times. Package
prices begin at $109 per person.
per night, based on double occupancy, plus tax.
On Saturday, July II. Lake
Barkley will celebrate Kentucky
Trails Day with a Goat Island
Canoe Tour from 9 a.m. to noon.
Pennynle State Park's naturalist
will join Lake Barkley State
Park's Recreation Leader for a
morning paddling excursion
around Little River's Goat

The Gold Man Is Bask!

BUYING GOLD
SATURDAY ONLY!
I I a.m. • 4 p.m.

Magnolia Tea Room

Island, locally known for its
"wild" inhabitants. Prior paddling experience is not required
for this 2 ? -hour tour, but preregistration is - call ahead to
800-325-1708. Participation is
limited, so sign up in advance.
At $5 per person, it's a summertime steal! Minors 15 and under
must be accompanied by an
adult; life jackets are provided.
Bring water, wear sunscreen,
and prepare yourself for a pleasant morning on one of west

Look for the ogn out front

300 Main St.. Hwy. 641 S
Hazel KY
Brng Your Scrap Gala & Coins

Our Summer Clearance Sale continues We still have a good selection of sizes and colors in most
things.
The summer sundresses are very
cute, perfect for weddings and class
reunions - they are 50% off
The Lauren Vidal long shorts and
capn's are 20% off and all other
summer merchandise is 50-60% oft
For all of you who love our Tribal
brand, we have just received a large
shipment. It doesn't last long. so
come in and try your size in all of
the beautiful fall colors
The new fall is coming in daily so
stop in. I know ills hot out there, but
it's cool inside.
The fall fashions arc fabulous
with rich colors and slmething for
everyone this season.
Congratulations to Rhonda Riley
who won the door pnze last week
Be sure to go to our websitc
www.dkielley.com and sign up for
our newsletter announcing what our
secret sale will be on T G I.F.
Fridays
We also send out discount
coupons for different items, so don't
miss out
Temfic new handbags have
arrived that are very cute with great
pnces
Ncw jewelry is on the way as well
as the great fashion rings that everyone loves
Don't MISS our SALE — and
check out our gorgeous fall styles.
Stay tuned to next week's Fun &
Fashion report •
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Stanford and McDade

Lake Barkley
From Page 5A
Kentucky's premier paddling
trails.
Before you make Friday night
plans, consider joining , Chef
Hattie and her crew at the
Windows on the Water restaurant at Barkley Lodge for Friday
night Seafood Buffets, from 5 to
9 p.m.
Another Friday night option
on July 17 will delight those
with an interest in wildlife viewing
and
appreciation.
Interested in learning how to
translate Deer to English and
English to Deer'? Jim Strelec
has spent his whole life calling
wildlife. Join him at 7 p.m. in
the lower level of Barkley
Lodge to hear "Voices of
Nature" like elk, duck, turkey,
goose, and more. Learn what
these noises are all about and
just what goes on in our great
outdoors! In this 90-minute
program, you will learn how to
call wildlife with feeling and
emotion - and maybe even
attract some critters! This program is free and open to the
public

Erin Cathcart and Pierce Arnold were married Sunday. May
Janel K. Going and Brian C. Shelby have announced their
10. 2009, at 3 p.m. at the Murray State University Pullen
engagement and approaching marriage.
Miss Going is the daughter of Robert and Sharon Going of Farm, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Julie Sronce and Kevin SandNashville. Ill.
Mr. Shelby is the son of Alison Geurin and the late Joe heinrich of Nashville, Ill.
The groom is the son of Sherry Arnold and Tom Arnold
Geurin of Murray and Tim Shelby of Dallas, Texas.
The bride-elect is a 2005 graduate of okawville High School of Petersburg, Ind.
Kim Ingram of Oakdale. Ill., was the maid of honor.
and is currently working on a bachelor of science degree in
Craig Arnold of Petersburg. Ind., was the bestman.
the area of pre-veterinary medicine at Murray State UniversiThe bride is a 2005 graduate of Nashville Community High
ty.
The groom-elect, a 2003 graduate of Calloway County High School, Nashville, Ill.. and a 2009 graduate of Murray State
School, is a 2007 graduate of Murray State University with a University with a master's degree in horticulture.
The groom is a 2005 graduate of Pike Central High School,
bachelor of science degree in Telecommunication Systems ManPetersburg, Ind., and a 2009 graduate of Murray State Univeragement. He is employed at Rudolph Inc. as an IT Specialist.
sity with a bachelor of science degree. He is attending medThe couple is planning a wedding on Saturday, July 18.
ical school at Ross University in the island of Dominica.
2009, at St. John's UCC at Plum Hill, Ili.
The couple is now residing in Cadiz.

Local 4-H members win honors in horse judging contest

Calloway County 4-H Club
members recently participated
in the Junior State Horse
Judging Contest held in
Lexington

Tara
Garland, Christina
Bailey, Kristina Fricker and
Sarnia O'Bryan comprised the
Senior flippology Team which
won first place in the state and
will represent Kennteky, at the
Southern Regiont101800~41
in Little Rock, Ark.

On the Saturday evenings of
July 18 and July 25, sunset
cruises will board at 6:30 p.m.
from Barkley Lodge and spend
Cayce Haehnel placed lith
2 ? hours enjoying the waters of overall
in Ititifcir Horse Judenst
Lake Barkley and watching the
She also placed second on her
sun set over the pristine shoreGarland was fourth place
line of The Land Between The Junior Art Pattern/Blueprint,
Lakes.
Pre-registration is fifth on her Sequence of five overall high point individual;
ninth on her and the team also won the starequired for these Saturday photos, and
tion's trophy for the fourth year
evening cruises, and the Sequence of three photos.
$25/person admission (cash
only) is payable upon boarding.
For information or to register,
call 1-800-325-1708.
It's a monthly gathering of
Friends - and you're invited!
On Tuesday, July 21 at 6 p.m.
the Friends of Lake Barkley
State Resort Park, and anyone
interested in learning more
about this community group and
its efforts t o support the Park,
will meet at the Barkley
Convention Center.
For information on these July
events, future happenings, or
accommodations
at
Lake
Barkley State Resort Park, call
1-800-325-1708
or
visit
Photo provided
http://parks.ky.gov.
Lake Pictured is the First Place Sr. Hippology 4-H Team who are,
Barkley is the largest state resort from left, Christina Bailey, Samia O'Bryan, Krishna Fricker
and Tara Garland with coach, Connie Talent.
park in Kentucky.

THE 2009 WEST KENTUCKY BIBLE LECTURES
ginttoun
one Saturday, July 11th • Sunday, July 12th
'
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Cathcart and Arnold

Going and Shelby

Nan and Rich Stanford of Murfreesboro, Tenn., announce
the engagement of their daughter, Laura Diuguid Stanford, to
Brent Alan McDade, son of John and Mary McDade of Chattanooga, Tenn.
Miss Stanford is the granddaughter of Mrs. Eleanor Diuguid
of Hermitage, Tenn., and the late James E. Diuguid of Murray, Ky., and of Mrs. Margie Stanford and the late George R.
Stanford Sr. of Murfreesboro, Tenn.
The bride-elect, a 2005 graduate of Rhodes College. Memphis. Tenn.. earned a bachelor of arts in business administration and economics. She is a Level III candidate for the CFA
Charter.
The groom-elect, a graduate of Vanderbilt University, Nashville,
Tenn., earned a bachelor of arts in economics. He is a member of Phi Kappa Psi fraternity and is employed as the managing director of Decosimo Advisory Services, Chattanooga,
Tenn.
The wedding will be Saturday, July 18. 2009, at 5 p.m. at
Northside Presbyterian Church, Chattanooga, Tenn.

THEME:"Be Not Conformed To This World" 30th Annual

in a row.
Connie Talent was the team
coach.

Senior Horse Judging. The
judging coach was Jennifer
Young. Kristina Fricker placed
seventh
in
Senior
Demonstrations,
sixth
in
Art/Original Design, and first in

Tara Garland, Brenna Quinn,
Christina Batley and Kristina
Fricke!: participated in the
Seninf Horse Bowl event, with
Fricker placing fifth Overall Art Pottern/Blueprint. Kristina
High Point Individual.
also placed second in Senior
Jan Fricker coached this team Public Speaking and will repreIn other events.
sent Kentucky at the Southern
Brenna Quinn participated in Regionals.

'God's Need for Men'
Brert seaM reeriwid Terinron.
; rn. Ltei.

Saturday, July 11th
1:00 - 2:15 p.m. OPEN FORUM
Panel(Arland EBarts. B f Gait Cliff Goodwm.
Robert Tavlor, Brent &mold Curtn Calm Keith Maier
Moderator Gary Colley

'The kind of Pleackine Needed
Today'
that.
iliac Wind.

'Clamp Arab kmongL."
.larlie

2100 p.m.'Our Father House"

"Yorid 'oat To Temptationkl{,PH rw
Ternts,

Photo provided

Pictured are member of Calloway Group at the State Judging
Contest in Lexington, from left, back row, Cayce Haehnel,
Tara Garland, Christina Bailey, front row, Jan Fricker, Briana
Quinn, Kristina Fncker, Samia O'Bryan and Connie Talent.

MAKE PLANS TO ATTEND!!
Tapes will be available at the lectures.
For further information call 554-24%
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SUNNY SLOPE CHURCH OF CHRIST
645601d Mayfield Rod. - Paducah, Kentucky 42003
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Gospel Meeting
Sunday, July 5th — Thursday, July 9th
Guy Hester, speaker
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 09-CI-00187

Leese
Robes

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 09-CI-00179

CHASE HOME FINANCE LLC

PLAINTIFF

COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS SERVICING, L.P
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DEFENDANTS

By virtue of•Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on June 8. 2009, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $86,270.30, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door m the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky.
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. July 10, 2009, at the hour of
10.00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County. Kentucky. with its address being 373 Almo Road, Murray, KY
42071, and being more particularly described as follows.
A part of Section 27. Township 3, Range 4 East, and a tract of and more particularly described a.s follows.

This property is subject to all previously conveyed right-of-ways anci easements
Being the same property conveyed to David Shea McWherter and wife, Lisa
Darlene McWhorter by deed from Jerry Jones, et ux dated February 8, 2006.
of record in Deed Book 561 Page 506, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court

Being the same property conveyed to Jack T Elliott, et us., by deed from Jason
C Tolley, et al., dated May 29, 2907, of record in Book 697, Page 273. in the
office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.

The aforementioned property shall be sold on • cash or credo basis of 30 days
but if sold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner me-third of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid in
two equal installments full within thirty 301 days, with sufficient surety bond,
bearing interests, 1211 per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully
due and payable in thirty (34:0 daye A lien shall be retained on the property as
additional security All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall
be wild autaect to the current year ad valorem taxes

The aforementioned property shall be sold on •cash or credit basis of 30 days.
but if sold on a credit of 30 days. the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner one-third of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid in
two equal installments full within thirty 130.: days, with sufficient surety bond.
bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully
due and payable in thirty (301 days A hen shall be retained an the property as
additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall
be sold subject to the current year ad valorem taxes
This 17th day of June, 2009
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

PLAINT]FF
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Me& Wintse

Legal description of a tract of land situated in the County of Calloway. State of
Kentucky, beings part of the Southwest Quarter of Section 3, lbwruthip 2,
Range 6 East, arid also being further described as follows:
Commencing at a point located where the South right-of-way line of Kentucky
Highway 97250' right-of-way) intersects the West right-of-way line of the
Hooper Cemetery Road 150' right-of-way);
thence, in. southwesterly direction and following the South right-of-way line of
Kentucky Highway 972. 399.77 to the point of beginning, said point also being
the Northwest corner of the J Raymond and Wands L D. Jones 4.4348 acre
tract;
thence, with Jones' West line South 15 deg 51 le• east 42000' to s
mbar found, the southeast corner of the Tract deeenbed herein,

diameter

thence. South 74 deg 08' 41" West 105.00' to a?' diameter rebar found the
southwest corner of the Tract described herein:
thence, North 15 deg 51' 19" West 420.00 to a "diameter rebar found in the
South line of Kentucky Highwey 972
thence, 25' from and parallel to the centerline of Kentucky Highway 972 North
74 deg 08 41" East 10500' to -he point of begruung
Being the same property conveyed to Thomas 0 Jones, by deed dated June 23.
1997, of record in Deed Book 259. Page 39. in the office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court
ALSO A 2002 Clayton Mobile Home, 16' x 80', Serial No, CLA050921TN
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis, but if mold
on a credit of forty-five (451 days, the purchaser shall deposit with the
Commissioner ten (10%.) pertant of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder, with good and sufficient surety.
bearing interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully
due and payable within forty-five days. A lien shall be retained on the property
as additional (security. All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid
by the Commissioner, but the property shall be sold subject to the 2009 ad valorem taxes
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DEFENDANTS

DELIVERY DRIVER
and TANK SETTER
CaNtoway Co Ptopane
in Murray has an pomp
he a local propane delwery
bobouck &net and tank
set-Nrstallor Must have a
COI-1-42Mal e/Terear
Exceawn pay west bowman Please cat 753-7485
a Noe tree lor Woven Si
.8(10-874-442750 1420,
email 'ion, at.
snanwryck0times corn

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on ow classifieds
webpage at
murrayledget.com.
you will be redirected
to iobnetwork.com
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website. noi all listings
on the lobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times Please call
as if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

Mediaco-rri)

invites all his formercnstome'rs to come see him.
Mitt, Ito, N.t,-1
ttkiNg.-1-0. fit t• trt

Zia

Coordinator of Prospect Research,
Department of Development, Murray State
University. Full-time, 12 month, non-tenuretrack position to begin August 2009
Qualifications: Bachelor's degree is required.
Expenence n university development &
fundraisiog Is required. Expenence in or with
prospect research/management. corpoi ate and
foundation research, and a working knowledge
of Me development process in a higher education Of nonprofit setting is required. Must be an
innovative, salt-motivated, organized individual
capable of handling multiple tasks and protects
samultaneousty. Must have excellent written and
oral communication skills; excellent interpersonal skills and ability to interact effectively with a
wide variety of constituents. Must be willing to
travel. Responsibilities: This position reports
to the Associate %rice President for
Development & Governmental Relations. This
position is responsible for overseeing all
prospect research and management of
prospect files, assisting with the coordination of
campus and out of town donor and prospect
events, managing the campaign websrte, conducting corporate and foundation research in
order to develop grant proposals, and work with
development officers to target new potential
donors for each college, school acid unit.
Application Deadline: Postmarked by July
31, 2009 To Apply Submit letter of application indicating lob title, current resume and
names, addresses and telephone numbers of
three professional references to Chair,
Coordinator of Prospect Research Search
C-ornmittee, Murray State University, 106
Development Center, Murray, KY 42071
Women and minorities are encouraged to
apply. Murray State University is an equal
education and employment opportunity. WF/D.
AA employer.

Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master CommIssioner
Calloway Circuit Court

MIKE BARIIIEIT

By virtue of a Default Judgment In Rem and Order of Sale entered by the
Calloway Circuit Court on May 26, 2008, in the above cause, to satisfy the
Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of 845,158,05, I shall proceed to offer for "tale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, July 10,
2009, at the hour of 1090• m , local time, or thereabout, the following described
property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 351
Snipe Creek Road. Murray, KY 42071. and being more particularly described a.
follows

This 16th day of June, 2009
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
,Calloway Circuit Court

This 16th day of June 2009

060

THOMAS 0 JONES, HELEN k JONES,
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY,CAPITAL ONE
BANK AND RESURGENT CAPITAL SERVICES,
SERVICING AGENT FOR LVNV FUNDING. LLC

Fricker, Briana

Said conveyance is made subject to all protective covenants, restrictions, easements, and all other protective covenants as is recorded in Microfilm Deed Book
153, Cabinet I. Drawer 5. Card 2456, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court

Kgralki

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

onnie Talent.

DEFENDANTS.

By virtue of• Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on June it. 2009. in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of 8175,080 79, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray Calloway County, Kentucky
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday. July 10, 2009, at the hour of
10-00 s.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 2211 Edinborough Drive,
Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows.
Lot No 20 in Unit Number Four (4 of the Gatesborough Estates Subdivision as
shown by plat of same of record in the office of the Clerk of the Callowsy County
Court

Except any interest in the coal, oil, gam and other minerals underlying the land
which haa been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate of said coal, oil, gas and other miner.
ale, if any.

GREEN TREE SERVICING, LLC WEA
CONSECO FINANCE SERVICING CORPORATION.

ayce Haehnel,

DAVID SHEA MCWHERTER,
LISA DARLENE MCWHERTER.

Beginning at a stake on the South side of the Almo-Wadesboro Road, said stake
being 100 feet West of the Northwest corner of a tract of land heretofore conveyed to Edwin Ahart, thence, South 120 feet to•stake: thence West 140 feet to
a stake and running parallel with said road: thence. North 115 feet more or less
to the South edge of said road; thence Easterly along the South edge of said road
140 feet more or less to the point of beginning

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No, 09-CI-00066

Photo provided
State Judging

PLAINTIFF

VS. NOTICE OF SALE

g and will repreat the Southern

Kea %Vieille

.

lift- long
ti-,L1flt.tit id Murray
We would like to
welcome him as our new
Body Shop- Manager

PADUCAH
FORD-LINCOLN-MERCURY.MAZDA
- 3476 Pork Ave., Poclutoh, KY

Lost and Found

LOST: White, female.
Shih -Tzu, black ears.
1 black eye. no collar,
microchipped, spayed,
4 years old. Hopkins
Rd- Charley Miller
area. 293-8015

Mediacom is seeking an INSTALLER
to :nstall cable services within the Marshall,
Calloway and Trigg County areas.
Responsibilities will include Installation. Trouble
shooting service problems, maintenance arid
selling and promoting broadband services.
Truck and tools provided.
The successful applicant will possess a strong
technical aptitude, physical ability to lift up to 75
pounds, and the ability to work in all weather
conditions. A satisfactory dnving record is
required. Mediac,om offers a competitive wage
in addition to a comprehensive benefit packa2e.
High school diploma or equivalent and strong
communication skids are essential for success.
Applications will be accepted until position is
filled APPLY AT: Caraersinediacomcc.com
Mediacom is equal opportunity employee.
050
Lost and Found

L

HOME
Deco
Company search for a
marketing assistant
For immediate consideration
please fax
resume and Cover letter to 270-856-3471

FOUND Female black
& white Border Collie
type, really sweet.
North Elementary
area- Poor Farm Rd.
753-3802

DO you love erciridieg
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be rust the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at:
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
LOCAL business needing Horne
Medical
Equipment
CSR
Expenenced preferred,
but no required. Send
resume to. PO Box
1207, Murray, KY
42071.
MECHANICS
Apprentice
Good
pay/benefits while you
train. Medical, 30 days
vacationtyr.
for
$
school. HS grads ages
17-34. Cali Mon-Fn 1800-777-6289.

MURRAY Weekend
Real Estate 96hr
licensing class July9August15. Investment
$960 credit/debit cards
online. or cash, check
or money order.
Registration by
appointment. 18yrs
axpenence.
270-223-0789
delaseadams0yahoo.
corn

(270) 444-0011 ". 1 1800;455-0205
www buyfromlarry.corn •
020

t
I

GET THIS 'XI
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
ATTENTION
Robert
Grogan Abbe needs to
be retained or a storage fee collected for a
1994 Nissan left at
1990 Downing Rd,
Kirksey KY
Mil

TUXEDO

(21M753 111109

SOCCER try outs
#5 ranked MCCSA
Revolution Youth 14
girls if interested call
270-832-3930 or 270227-0505

020

SUBSCRIBE TODAY!
$30.00 3 months- carrier delivery
753-1918

Iletiee

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first Insertion of
their ad for any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one
Incorrect Insertion.
Any error should be
reported Immeedistlely so corrections can
be made.
POND Stocking!
Thurs, 71231 The fish
truck will be at Henry
Farmers Co-op in
Murray from 10:30 to
11 00, Southern States
!ri Murray from 11:15
to 1200 1800-3352077 or
wienv.kylishtruck.com
WWW.MYMURRAY.0
OM
for Chamber Saver
Coupons
The Place to
Start... Murray
Ledger Si Times
(270)753-1916

Pritthaven of Benton now has a fulltime position for an experienced
cook/aide for nursing home environment. Must be able to work days.
afternoons and weekends. Apply in
person at Britthaven of Benton 2607
Main Street Benton, KY No phone
calls please EOFJAAE

I
1
r
r
i

An-illtN,

Find out what's'
happening 1
this summer... '
1
subscribe to the

I
I

I
I

i
1
:1 LEDGER &TIMES 1
MURRAY

I Home Delivery
Local Mail
1 3lea ---S.34.06
3m..
1 6 aa.
1 yr.--SWIM/ 6..o.-.--..56100
I yr.--SUM
1
1
1 Rest of KY/TN
I Panes & Bediess*

I

Otber MaiJi
Sebanipdems

Registered Nurse Needed
on Temporary Basis
We are seeking a Registered Nurse for a
three-month assignment in our Radiology Dept
Hours are 7-3,30 Mon-Fri Pay is 140 per hour
ER. CCU or ICU expenence a must
To apply, call Stephanie Nutter-Osborne
in Human Resources at 270-762-1906,
or fax or e-mail your resume to:
Murray Calloway County Hospital
Human Resources
803 Poplar Street
Murray, KY 42071
Fax:(270) 762-1905
E-mall: sdosbornee murrayhospital.org

3 mo._..-..-$711.50 3
6 no..
6 00..-.......$106.011 1
1 yr. --Ste:5.N

1
4911.0.
1
1 I yr.-----$126.110
I Check

Money Order

Visa

MC

Name
St Address
City
State _
I

Zip

Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916

•
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CLASSIFIEDS

2B • Vit-dnesday, Jub 8, 2009

Murm0Ledger&Times

FORREST VIEW APARTMENTS
lisip NNW

Right-of-Way Agent
SSt Kentucky Rural Telephone,
I lezder in voice, video, and dale communiceoiv seeking experienced applicants with
'bong communication skills and positive attitude
lor the following full-time position

JOGOFFICE MANAGER
and clerical
dibor..ty

P•Jba..

4/1,,••,a 'ea i••. ...P••••OY
•

AV.

WAREHOUSE person
needed must have
drivers license, heavy
lifting required Please
apply in person at
Paint Plus Floonne
(270)759-4979

*•,
•J a

Ciefl,b, WW1.
,OAS, •.
- ave

Primary responsiberees include negotiating and
securing land owner's consent to give right-ofay and coordinate completion of necessary
paper work including easements.
Qualifications High School diploma or equivalent and a good driving record
Pre-employment physical examinations. background check, physical, and drug
screen prior to final tob offer WK offers a generous benefits package
Inducing medical, dental, and vision coverage,
pension and 401K
West Kentucky Rural Telephone does not discnminate on the basis of race,
religion, sex, age, national origin Of disability
Please attach a resume to application.
Applications for the position are available at
the Kentucky Department for Employment
Services 319 S 7th St. In Reynold, KY
and 208 S. 5th St, Murray, KY and wilt be
accepted them until July 13, 2009.
Equal Opportunity Employer
No Phone Calls Please

Director of Development, College of Business
and Public Affairs, Murray State University.
This is a full-time. 12 month, non-tenure-track
position to begin in August 2009.
Qualifications. Bachelor's degree required.
Master's Degree or additional certification/training preferred. Significant fund-raising evenence at a College or University including
demonstrated success in direct solicitation of
gifts from individuals, corporations and foundations is required. Significant experience in a
business setting or similar field may be substituted. Must possess outstanding written and
oral communication, presentation and interpersonal skills. Demonstrated ability to work independently but collaboratively as a member of
the university's development team required_
Demonstrated success in program management requeed. Must be willing and able to travel. Responsibilities: This position is responsible for coordinating and facilitating Murray
State's fundraising efforts in the College of
Business and Public Affairs as outlined by the
Associate Vice President. These responsibilities include identifying prospects, assisting in
the development of strategies, prnpneel development, solicitation, and cultivation of major
gifts from individuals, foundations, and corporations. The director may be involved with broader institutional fundraising initiatives, including
annuai giving, planned giving, and campaign
efforts. Application Deadline: Postmarked by
July 31, 2009. To App/y. Submit a letter of
application indicating lob title, current resume,
and the names, addresses and telephone numbers of three professional references to: Chair,
Director of Development Search Committee.
Murray State University,106 Development
Center, Murray, KY 42071. Electronic applications will not be accepted. Women and minonties are encouraged to apply. Murray Stale
University is an equal education and employment opportunity, M/F/D. AA employer.

Kentake Foods. a Kroger-owned dry mix and nut
processng private label manufacturer, is now
accepting applications for an Accounong Lead

ACCOUNTING LEAD
Ideal candidate would possess experience in
doe Following areas:
•General accounong
• Cost accounung
• Solid oral & wntten communaation skin
• Workeig knowledge of ASS400 systems PRISM
a P1,1
Requirements:
•2 years of manic technocal or equeralent
expefience. Asivociate degree is preferred
• Flexibility in work schedule
• Microsoft Office & Lows Notes
Keniake Foods offers a coropeouve wage and benefit
package, including medical and dentaT insurance.
revrement szeirces account • 40IK plan. vacation and
paha hohdays
Qualified applicants should send resume and salary
history to
Kerslake Foods
Attn: Human Resources
300 North L.P. Miller Street
Murray, KY 42071
Or email to. sasericareeneytakrovrecom
(eat nerobrat t*tan. .• •

.
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Britthaven of Benton is currently accepting
applications for a part-time afternoon LPN
position

Must be licensed in the State of

Kentucky. Apply in person at Bnfthaven of
Benton 2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton,
KY 42025 EOE/AAE NO PHONE CALLS
PLEASE

-11E1#ffidgfBrItthaven of Benton is currently accepting
applications for a part-time afternoon RN
position. Must be licensed in the State of
Kentucky

Apply in person at Britthaven

of

Benton 2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Bentoe.
KY 42025 EOE/AAE NO PHONE CALLS
PLEASE

41E1#11114En-

• gCk.A.1 atIVJOe and UekLe
espenence Ttl• beet
.0o you aii over twee wan
emollient pay and banana
Please cal t2701753-7405
ot 1000-074 4427 ear 142
ensi
sevanyercis•upgas cow
••On•

Practical Dental
Assisting
Registradon is now
open ciesa begins on
Sept. 12, 2009.
Classes are scheduled
on Saturdays for 11
weeks, allowing you to
keep your present lob
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career.
Most dental assistants
have evenings, weekends, and holidays off.
Information and registration forms available
a
www.bohledenta I co
m or call our office
270-442-0256
Financing Available
Enrollment is Umitedl
PROMINENT Lighting
Company searsai for an
experienced
Warehouse Manager.
For immediate cosntderation, please fax
resume and cover letter toi 270-856-3471.

•
.111111

i it .1

Beautiful 3 bedroom. 2 bath. 2 car garage,
1,768 sq. ft. at 506 Stonendge Lane.
Security system, architectural
White security/privacy fence. $160,000
Tommy West for more details at
270-435-4597 or 270.559-1900

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

to airy
Rqwway Manapornert

BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors. 436-5235.
227-6004
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used carpeting,
air cond.. elec. baseboard & gas heaters,
elec. range, refrigerator, storm windows,
etc.753-4109

www.murraykyapartments.com
270-767-9111

=Ma.X3
SSW MTN I WAR LRASZ
Ikea= Apsnweents
Csairef Near & Air
-ACCEPTTAell:LIC177ONS
:PM

House For Sole
STUDENT
DEVELOPMENT
2002
Fleetwood
BRICK, 2BR, 'IBA
SPECIALIST:
28x56, 3 BR, 2 BA, duplex in quiet residenStudent support servicexcellent condition, 3 tial
neighborhood.
es. TRIO program,
wooden porches with
Close to school and
Murray
State FM_
sell. 293-7109 Of
hospital.
W/D, C/H/A,
University, Full-time,
garage, out building,
10 month, position to SONY Rat Panel TV's 767-0622.
spacious
backyard.
begin August 2009. Full line of all Sony flat 2005 Giles 16x80,
Qualifications: panel TV's. All the 38R, 2BA, vinyl siding, Short term lease available.
$650
plus
$400
like new.
newest makes and
Master's degree in studeposit moves you in.
including (270)489-2525
dent
development, models
607
Elm
St.,
Murray
Sony's Best XBR
counseling, or related
Available 07/1/09.
field required. Two series. On display for
293-2797
free delivery & set-up,
years experience in
working with at-risk custom
HAZEL Apartments
surround 2BR, 38R,$275.00
Now taking applicapopulations in an edu- sound installation also 753-6012
available. Guaranteed
tions for 1 & 2br units.
cational
setting
NICE 28R trailer, no
Rent based on income.
required. Mastery of lowest pnces, locally
pets
753-9866
Mobility
student assessments owned and operated.
impairment
accessible.
and
Phone:
measurements Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
492-8721. Mon
required. Proven oral
&
and written communi- action.
Murray
Thurs
Electronics, Inc., cor10-12am. TDD No.
cation
skits, and
$110 per month. Nice
ner of 8th and Arcadia. clean park
1-800-648-6056. Equal
human relations skills
News
vninv.murrayelectronic- homes only. 492-8488.
Housing Opportunity.
required. Mastery of
sinc.com
computer skills and
other
technological (270)753-7567.
21ff1 ZitA Leta rmet t
cot Rent
resources
required.
r
-soda. 4sist
STORM
shelter
needs
Demonstrated knowl;464o4 ectioc,
1 & 2 Bdmi Apts very
to
be
removed.
from
4ft
edge of financial aid
putobsm SALCIA40.
ground. Needs door & dose to MSU. Laundry
career
procedures .
inoMdmi Vdres,
on site. Furnished units
air
vent.
Asking
$1.200
planning, and universiwings. Irtiab (thi
avail. Contact
obo.
270-227-9827.
ty academic policies
turrbod matt
978-1123.
required, Must be willGDR Ausi Pritramiii
1
BR
apt,
various
loaing and able to work
cations. Coleman RE.
occasional nights and
2784/084101
Move in free days.
do weekend travel.
753-9898
LARGE
TRIO experience preLARGE 38R apt,
SELECTION
f erred.
1 BR. 1 Bath with applinewty remodeled, on
USED.APPLIANC
R•sponsIbIlltl•s:
ances, partial utilities campus, C.-/H/A, W&D,
ES
Recruits new participaid. $300 per month + $600 water, sewage &
WARD ELNINS
pants and conducts
security deposit.
trash furnished, no
intake
752-0456
interviews.
pets,759-4696.
(270)
753-1713
Speaks to Summer
1 OR 2br apts. near 293-4600
Orientation
groups
downtown
Murray. NEWLY
remodeled
and other campus
Lease and deposit 2BR,
1 BA,
w/d
groups for recruitment
required. 753-4109.
$550-i-deposit
purposes and to pro- TOP
quality
1BR & 2BR apartments 293-6430.
mote
SSS. consignment furniture,
available. Great locaCoordinates and pro- accessories
NICE 21311, 1Bath, all
and
tion. 1 year lease, 1
vides assessments.
appliances furnished.
antiques.
month deposit, no pets.
academic planning and
293-1924
Reed krteriors
753-2905
advisment, personal 603 Main
St.
NOW LEASING
1BR. clean & nice, all
and career develop- 753-6361
1, 2 & 3bedroorn Apts.
appliances including
ment, and financial aid
We accept Section
w/d. No pets.
counseling; Provides
8 vouchers.
Antiques
270-436-2524,
services and accomApply at Mur-Cal Apts
cell 270-293-6906
modations to students
902 Northwood Dr
Antiques
with disabilities; Serves
2 BR apt near MSU
Monday,
as a liasion to students' 67- tall oak bed $400
Move in free days.
Wednesday, Friday.
Duncan Phyla
instructors and other
Coleman RE.
Phone 759-4984.
campus staff. Monitors Chest $100
Equal Housing
753-9898
Trunk $45
student computer lab
Opportunity
Rocker $45
2, 38R available,
and assists students
TOO #1-800-648-6056
View pies photobuckVarious locations.
with computer access
comeilm
TOWNHOUSES
for
Coleman RE.
and other technological
rent. 3 & 4 BR 2.5 BA,
753-9898
resources;
Advises items local
731-377-9590
refrigerator,
oven,
Participant Advisory
2BR 2BA All
stove, washer & dryer
Council; Drives univerAppliances Stanford
included. Close to
Lase &Orem
sity vehicles to transDr
Murray State $630port participants to culSBG Real Property
$840 a month. First
COMMERCIAL Cub
tural
events
Professionals
month 1,2 off. Call 270Application Deadline: Cadet 60"0 turn
753-9999 suit
348-0458
mower, 400 hrs.
Postmarked by July
2BR Duplex, CA-1/A, all
20,2009. To Apply: $3,500 853-3662
appliances, newly
Submit a letter of appli
remodeled, 1003-8
SNAPPER mower with
cation, resume, and
Northwood.
28 inch cut and 9 hp
the names, addresses.
(270)753-0259
Briggs engine. Starts
2 BR, very nice
and telephone numwith the first pull. This
Coleman RE.
2BR duplex, nice.
bers of at least three
mower has always
75,3-9898
C/WA, appliances fur(3) profassional referbeen stored inside and
nished. Various locaences
Velvet
to:
2&3 Bedroom houses
is in great condition.
tions Coleman RE
Wilson,
Director,
Lynn Grove, Murray
$325.00. 753-4440.
753-9898
Student
Support
94East. lease &
Services, Murray State
deposit required
2BR townhorne loft
University.
753-4109
261
Ham For Sail
1.58A, W/D, 2-car
Blackburn
Science
3 bed./1 bath House iv/
garage. $650/rent,
Building, Murray, KY -OWNER FirallrICO"
carport. Newly remod5500/deposit.
42071. Women and 16x80 3BR,2Ba or 3.5
eled iv/ new appli1 -year lease, no pets
mrnontres are encour- acres. $3,950 down,
ances. $600/mo and
(270)293-3904 1401
aged to apply Murray
$545 a month. 3380 Diugurd
MOO deposit. Call
Dr.
State University is an
Guthne Rd., Paris.
(270) 761-7867
equal education and
28R, very nice, great
270-753-1011
employment opportunicountry view. C/H/A, 3BR. 18a, hardwood
floors, garage, appli-Owner Fincancety. MT/D/AA employer.
appliances, no pets
ances
included.
16x80 3BR, 28A
Coleman RE.
THE City of Cadiz is
$750/mo.
1604
down. 753-9898
$3,950
seeking a part time
Kirkwood 759-4896.
5495/mo.
2220
appliall
4
BA,
BR,
2
individual for Main
293-4600.
Wrather Rd.
ances Move in free
Street Manager.
270-753-1011
Coleman
days
RE
This person must have
501 South 6th St. 3
753-9998
good work ethics.
BR. 1 BA, dining. liv1991 Clayton 16x56
planning, and promoing, bonus rooms.
2BR, large den, extra
C/H/A,
28R.
W/D
tion abilities.
washer, dryer, refrigernice appliances, porch,
$475. No pets, 1 -year
Resumes will be
ator, stove, dishwashstorage room wtsale
1994
lease.
Ln
Sherry
accepted at City Hall
er, fenced. lease. 270Appointment only. 753Apt-A. 270-293-7786
thru Friday. July 17.
761-1317
4588. 227-1634
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Murray Leery I lime.

812 Whitnell Ave

Appliances included. No PETS!

53-8.556
2004 Zuma Scooter
$850.00.753-3958

24/7 Surveillance
Climate Control
Electricity

Specializing in newly built
I & 2 Bedroom Apartments
Water, sewer, mash & Cable TV included

Rae Easel

elesanawne•••-

41411lba

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633

530

FOR SALE SW OWNER

121311 leTal ST. MURRAY KY
Open Mon, Wed,
Thur a Fri 8:00-1:00
Accepting applications
1 & 2 Bedroom townhouses
Central heat & air
1st month's rent is FREEI
with one year lease.
Basic rent starling at 5345-$375
(270)753-1970
TOO 1-800-5451833 Ext. 283 12r

EXECUTIVE home,
Gastesborough, 3 BR,
2 BA. carpet, tile,
garage, sunroorn,
stove, dishwasher,
central heat/sic
Reference, lease
(270) 767-1317.
LARGE 4 bedroom, 2
bath, hardwood floors,
dishwasher.
stove,
frig., washer dryer
hook up, ceiling fans,
central air, gas heat,
fireplace, large deck,
fenced backyard, large
2 car garage, water
included. $975.00. One
year lease, references
& deposit required.
(270)767-0615

Niurro

KY Lake Cottage
Metal building 88x40 Lakefront from the mid
insulated 12ft. walls, 40's, Water Edge RV
gas heat, can be used Park/ Manna
as two shops. Located (270) 436-5321
at 406 Sunbury Circle,
Murray. 270-436-2935.

Small offices and office
suites
available.
Adjacent to MSU. $200
and up Including utilities.
restrooms,
kitchen, conference
room & more Century
21 Barger RE.
270-247-2421.

•T
•Stur
•24 hou

Res: 2
No jel

227-9641
AFFORC
Carpentr
•Remode
•Screene
Garages
-Water &
Damage
*Decks
4-iorntir k
Repair
436-5517

1Hill 1

Prep.Far

Retail Store in Haze!.
5000 SF +/- plus 960
SF porcn.
Reeky nice! Great for
antiques,
restaurant,retail, etc.
$1200 00/month 1
year tease
270-492-8211

Tree

31311, 2 BA new con
struction,
Campbell
Estate.
$229,000.
Call for appt.
753-3966. 293-9747
New 2,100sq.ft. brick
2/3811, 2BA, 2-car
garage, hilltop acre.
gas & water. 1/2 Mucray. $147,000.
270-519-8570

Sun

24 ma

Res.. C
License
All jobs

753

436-867
Professio
Service. C
removal.
cleaning,
Insured. E
293-8377

436-5141
ABLE he
out gam
iunk & tre

New 2.4
Bedroom bows la
Mtverflild

A6F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a.m - 4 p.m. M-F

- KEY MINI
WAREI:IOUSES
1850 St At, 121S
Murray KY 42071
. 270-753-5562

AKC Boxer puppies
born 517/09. 8 weeks
(Yid Tails, dewclaws
Litter of 6, only 2 left.
$350. (270)970-1916
Of (270)978-0912
DOG Obedience
436-2858
LOOKING FOR
STUD PIG
Must be registered,
stud fee or pick of litter. Call 436-5110
SHIH-TZU AKC, puppies,
male/female
$200-$350. Call afternoons. 270-251-0310

REDUCED,
3811, 1-1/2 Bath,
beautiful large lot, lots
of storage 759-2475

L RENT
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4Th ST.
dui s. &
IMO $25 10x15
(2701436-2524
(279) 293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905.
NORTHWOOD
Storage many sizes
753-9999 x114
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
enside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

1300 sqft shop with
12' garage door and
bathroom. Great location near downtown.
$400/mo and $400
deposit. Call (270)
761-7867.
45X25 SHOP. Tiled
office and bathroom.
low utilities. Next to
J.H. Churchill.
753-3119, 293-2482.

ALL Carp(
•Rernodeli
•Additions
-Decks
-Porches
-Pole Barr
-Laminate
•Mobile Ri
-Roof-Ove
•Underpini
Larry Nine
227-0587
753-2353
07 1800 Goldwing,
blue, extra chrome,
8,000-imiles. $17,500
293-6191.

ALLEN'S I
Interior, Et
25 years e
Free Estill
270-804-8

Aels Puts

All lins ads
placed In our
paper era
posted on our

USED TIRES
14.1.5. 16 itieh
Sinning at 2(4
mounted' •

Call 753-5606

vrabsits tot treat

2005 GMC Yukon,
80,000 miles, $14,000
OBO. 753-1548

ANDRUS
and Sept
Dozer, ba
track
t
Installatior
on septi
Now offs
tank pumr
978-0404

Used Cm
flf At
',TATE .s. Au(,

YARD SALE
MURRAY
MIDDLE
SCHOOL
SATURDAY
7:00-2:00
Proceeds go to
Murray High

2004 Toyota Camry
LE, 4-cyl.. 4-door,
loaded, black
Excellent gas mileage
$7,500 (270)444-7566
2002 Toyota Rav-4,
100,000 miles, good
body, Interior &
engine, needs trans.
$3,000.
2007 Cub Cadet 1045
46 in cut, 20/HP Lawn
mower $1,000.
978-0267
Crum
1995 Jaco 5th wheel:.
33ft wipull-out. excellent condition
753-9866 759-8556

School class of
2013.

MOVING SALE
803 DORAN RD
WED JULY 8
3PM - 8PM

.

Free
Free PO
Reload
Factory
3
Virus Re

Data Bi
(270)7

7\1155
\
\WI \ft lfc' ‘4,1

ALFALFA hay. $4.00
out of field, $4.50 out
of barn.
(270)752-0130
HAY for sale. Mixed
Grass rolls $35/each
270-293-3805
STRAW- must sell
293-6989

AD1
CON
TECH

Misc. pmr.scuoici
- Dell computer, golf clubs

hedge tptrimer. glass.fireplacl
doors. CeltlnJ tan and much 'much More

LAM
LAWN' SERVICE
Slowing; Manicuring,
landscaping &
teal Vacuuming
atistailion guaranteed

753-1816. 227-0611

fleatrii
and v

YOUR ADCOULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY 575 00
A MON1H
CALL 753-I91h
_
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Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal
•Trees shapeo. Trimmed c,r removed
•Stump Removal -All modern epquipment
-24 hour emergency service •ucensed & insured

Ron Frame Jr.
Res: 270-474-0323• Cell. 270-227-3140
'Ho lot a compiete until customer is sattshed'
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
*Remodeling
*Screened Porches
.Garages
*Water & Termite
Damage
•Oecks
•tiorne, Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

•\ IS
‘spii
5. II.itifiiip
i()\\

For Sale
IR, 2 BA new con
ruction, Campbel
;tate.
$229,000.
ill for appt.
3-3966, 293-9747.
tw 2,100sq.ft. brick
3BR, 2BA, 2-car
rage, hilttop acre,
s & water. 1/2 mure $147,000.
0-519-8570

Since IC86
24 Noun saitinca
Res., Corn., & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

lit

270-753-221')

[Hill Electric
r LAD Collage
ikefront from the mid
Water Edge RV
irk/ Manna
70) 436-5321

BRUSH & Hammer
Painting, fix-it's &
repairs, decks pressure washed and
stained 436-2228

EDUCED,
SR, 1-1/2 Bath.
iautiful large lot, lots
storage 759-2475
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tvp r'cratszt
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IAN.

1800 Goldwing,
,e. extra chrome,
00+miles. $17,509.
3-6191.

436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cieaning, hauling. atc.
Insured. Emergency
293-8377

Omer 40 years tsp.
Sala & ffutailezien
90 Jays saws as cash arr.
753-7728

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters,
junk & tree work.

II 753-5606

15 GMC Yukon,
cm miles, $14.000
0.753-1548

4 Toyota Camry
4-cyl . 4-door,
led, black
ellent gas mileage
500 (270)444-7566

2 Toyota Ras-4,
,000 miles good
y, Intenor
no, needs trans
)00
7 Cub Cadet 1045
n cut. 20/HP Lawn
ver $1.000.
-0267

NEED floor repairs?
Carpet wrinkled?
JIM flooring
Instalabon, repairs,
restretch, wood the,
carpet, vinyl, laminate
Over 20 years expenence 227-0906
293-0044

David's Home
Improvement
LI(

ADVANCE
COMPUTER
TECHNICIANS
Free Diagnosis
Free Pickup. Delivery
Reload/Restore to
Factory Conditions
S100
Virus Removai $50
Data Backup $20
(270)787-7909
ALL Carpentry
-Remodeling
•Addibons
•Decks
*Porches
*Pole Barns
•Laminate Floors
•Tite
•Mobile Home-Repair
•Roof-Overs
*Underpinning
Larry Nimmo
227-0587
753-2353
ALLEN'S Painting
!ntenor, Exterior
25 years exp.
Free Estimates
270-804-8439

Woman seeks to decrease
$1.92M fine for downloads
731-247-5422

DAVIS Handyworit's
Roofing, small home
repairs,
garages,
decks, siding, windows, doors & home
building to suit. No lob
too small.
(270)227-9484

FREE
PICK UP

270-293-5624
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal.
stump grinding, firewood. Insured
489-2839
11‘11',
,%1
"11
\(.1 Sit \I
• weekl!, & -pedal pickups
• local In., iv ilea/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
I
33131 St. Itt 1 211,4.
753-8087

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems
Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work.
Installation and repair
on septic systems.
Now offering septic
tank pumping.
978-0404

Simmons Handyman
& Carpentry Service
Over 20 years. Tree
service also Call Don,
Murray area.
519-8570.

SITE prep, utilities &
demo
construction
materials for contractors & home owners,
bank gravel, limestone,
fill dirt, sand, top soil &
shoreline materials.
Parker Excavating I..LC
293-3252
SMITH'S Masonry
ResidentialiCommerci
al. Block, brick, stone
foundations, fireplaces,
basements, patios,
retainer walls. 30+
years
experiences.
(270) 527-8275.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & 'Dries, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activrties.
WALKER Roofing
Free Estimates
(270)293-5383
(270)293-6927
WILL mow lawns
$1500 & up Adult
owned & operated.
978-5655
WILL remove Dead
Trees & Shrubs. 4354645. 502-542-9287
YEARRY S
Tree
Service. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

Send your 4th of July
photos to us for the
Scene in Community
page. composing@
murrayledger.com

5 Jaco 5th wheel
wipull-out, excel
condition
-9866 759-8556

YOUR AD(MED BE
ERE FOR
NLY S75 00
A MON1fH
LL 753-1910

ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Knowing what is expected makes a huge difference.
Even though a boss could be
emotional, you can see eye to
eye, though it could be a stretch.
Listen to news with an open
mind, and you might make an
innovative stand Tonight. Mosey
on home.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** How you communicate
and what you say will make a big
difference, especially when dealing with someone in charge.
Though sometimes it is a stretch
to remain creative, you will want
Davis decided he had erred in to handle a personal matter in
giving jury instructions.
your unique style. Tonight:
At the time of the verdict, Others look to you
Thomas-Rasset called the $1.92 GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Your ability to read
million figure "kind of ridicu- between the lines
helps you
lous." The mother of four said understand what is going on with
she's of limited means and others and their situation. A family member could be dark or withcouldn't pay that much.
drawn. Do try to understand
Under federal law, the recordWalk in this person's shoes.
ing companies are entitled to Tonight: Put on a favorite piece
$750 to $30,000 per infringe- of music or go to the movies.
ment but the law allows the jury CANCER (June 21-July 22)
to raise that to as much as ***** Relate to the person
involved in each issue. You could
$150,000 per track if it finds the be surpnsed by what goes on if
infringements were willful.
you relax. A personal matter
Messages left for Thomas- comes up for you that you might
Rasset and for her attorney were need to discuss at a later point.
as now could be an inappropriate
not returned Monday.
time. Tonight: Make it cozy.
In other court filings Monday, LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
attorneys for the recording **** Relate directly to those in
industry want Davis to bar charge. Your inability to get past
Thomas-Rasset from download- a restriction could improve. Think
of how this situation could serve
ing music, sharing music files you. Still, much goes on behind
and distributing songs to the the scenes. Tonight: Say "yes" to
public.
Attorney
Timothy an offer.
Reynolds wrote that Thomas- VIRGO(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Stay nice and even,
Rasset distributed more than learning
how to deal with a friend
1,700 songs to millions of others who at best could be considered
through the tile-sharing system moody. You know what you want
Kazaa. Those users, in turn, are -- spend some time making a
likely to distribute the record- plan, the first step in making this
concept a reality. Tonight:
ings even further. Reynolds Squeeze in some exercise.
wrote.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
The companies that sued ***** Your ability to get past
Thomas-Rasset are subsidiaries a problem could be reflected
directly in your success. Others
of all four major recording com- easily could
be emotional and
panies, Warner Music Group demanding, but nevertheless,
you
are
on top of your game.
Corp., Vivendi SA's Universal
Music Group. EMI Group PLC Tonight: Add that extra sparkle.
and Sony Corp.'s Sony Music SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Reach out for others.
Entertainment.
and make a point of moving past
a problem, not creating more of
one. Sometimes if you move too
quickly, you can incur someone's
wrath or irntation. Tonight: Open
up to the process
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** No one doubts your
ability to communicate and get to
the bottom of problems. The
In Garib Nagar ("City of the issue remains what to do with a
Poor"), one of Mumbai's more stressed-out boss and possibly a
certain need to reinforce
wretched slums where they used finances
Tonight Hanging out.
to live, there were only public CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
toilets, and many people used **** Others continue to
the train tracks or trash piles demand, while you might want to
go off and do something totally
instead.
unrelated, and perhaps by your"There we have to give 2 self Your instincts are generally
rupees for the bathroom every excellent with your budget.
day," she said. "My toilet is my investments and risks. Tonight:
Your treat.
own here."
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
She and Azhar will share the *****
You are all smiles.
main room, while Azhar's broth- Listen to news with a grain of
er Irfan Ismail Sheikh, 22, and salt. How you get past a probtem
his wife will sleep on a mattress illuminates the path for others A
partner could be overly serious
in the kitchen, she said.
and demanding. Stop and help
Meanwhile, back in Garib this person see a better path.
Nagar.
Azhar's
father, Tonight: Start the weekend early.
Mohammed Ismail, sat discon- PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
solately on the hard wooden bed *** Know when to pull back
and what is necessary. How you
crawling with flies that the fam- handle a personal matter
could
ily used to share. He will remain change radically if you simply
here, and visit his son and wife relax. Instead of listening to othin the new apartment regularly, ers' negativity, tap into an innate
resourcefulness. Tonight. Get
he said.
some extra R and R.
He said he's hoping to get
some government land in BORN TODAY
exchange for the shanty, and Actor Tom Hanks (1956), singer
prefers to remain near the neigh- Courtney Love (1964)

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
HELPING HANDS: Gary Johnson, a WATCH Inc., employee, lays stone recently at the Main
Street agency. Johnson said WATCH has needed a little landscaping work done for a while,
and he was happy to help out.

Water Damaged FlOOrS
Braces & Floor Joists
Rernoleing & Plumbing
Wit Do Insurance Work
isa5 lassterCarg AcoeptsO

12-77.
c.4)

L&IW
•
WN stavict
wing. Manicuring,
landscaping &
eat Vacuuming
faction guaranteed
-1816. 227-0611

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
I -Difficult

Aldridge I McCuleten
Rooming Co.
QS* '50i>4 1147

270-293-2643

SED TIRES

16 inch
.larting at 520
mounted.

McCoys
Lawn Service
Duality VAN* at
a great pncel
.Mowing •Tnmrning
*Yard Clean-up
'Free Estimates•
(270)293-8804

753-9562

New 2.4
arms Mows la
&mail EMistes.
li=913
293-7872

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Thursday, July 9, 2099:
This year, you discover just how
much you make a difference,
whether dealing with an individual and/or those you encounter
in everyday life. You are letung
go of a heavy period, and by
Christmas, you could be all
smiles. During this time frame
and later, you could meet your
next sweetie through someone
you have been deep friends with
or someone who has been enormously significant in your life. If
you are attached, this year the
two of you will connect on a
deeper level. The intensity will
only build. Check out the structure of your home, as there could
be a problem, and it would be
better to catch it now rather than
later. AQUARIUS helps you
understand what up till now has
been inexplicable.

Beatrice, Domestic short hair gray ()weenie, Boxer mix, six months
old. temale
and white, adult, spayed, female
SHELTER HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-3 PM
(ha 1110R` iii riti,ttii iii«1111,1( t
Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at (270) 759-4141

By AMY FORLM
Associated Press Writer
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - A
central
Minnesota
woman
ordered to pay $1.92 million for
illegally sharing copyright-protected music is asking a federal
judge to reduce the damages she
must pay or grant a new trial.
while the recording industry is
taking steps to make sure she
doesn't share music again.
Last month, a federal jury
ruled Jammie Thomas-Rasset,
32, willfully violated the copyrights on 24 songs, and that she
must pay $80,000 per song. in
documents filed Monday in U.S.
District Court, attorney Kiwi
Camara argued this amount is
"grossly excessive."
Camara asked that the court
either remove the statutory damages from the judgment, order
that the damages be reduced to
the statutory minimum - which
would result in a total award of
S18,000 - or grant a new trial
altogether.
"The plaintiffs did not even
attempt to offer evidence of their
actual injuries, seeking, instead,
an award of statutory damages
entirely for purposes of punishment and deterrence," Camara
wrote, adding that the $1.92 million figure "shocks the conscience and must be set aside."
He also wrote that civil penalties must relate to a defendant's
own conduct and the injury she

caused to the plaintiffs. Instead,
he said, it seems the damages
were awarded not because what
Thomas-Rasset did, but because
of "the widespread and generalized problem of illegal music
downloading."
Camara wrote that if a new
trial isn't ordered. ThomasRasset would appeal based on
evidence he argued should not
have been allowed at trial.
This case was the only one of
more than 30,000 similar law-,
suits to make it all the way to
trial The vast majority of people
targeted by the music industry
had' settled for about $3,500
each. The recording industry has
said it stopped filing such lawsuits last August and is instead
working with Internet service
providers to fight the worst
offenders.
The
Recording
Industry
Association of America had previously offered to settle this
case, and Thomas-Rasset had
been given the chance to settle
for $3,000 to $5,000.
RIAA spokeswoman Cara
Duckworth said Monday the
industry is still willing to settle,
and would have preferred that
option from the beginning.
The huge judgment came aftei
Thomas-Rasset's second trial. In
2007, a different federal jury
awarded a $222.000 judgment.
The new trial was ordered after
U.S. District Judge Michael

`Slumdog' child star moves
into new home this week
By ERIKA KINETZ
Associated Press Writer
MUMBAI, India (AP) "Slumdog Millionaire" child
star Azharuddin Mohammed
Ismail and his mother moved
into their new home Tuesday,
leaving behind a corrugated
metal slum shanty for four solid
walls, doors that lock and an
indoor toilet.
"I was shocked when I saw
this house," Azhar. II, said,
before turning on one of his
favorite Hindi songs and dancing around the living room. "I
want to thank Danny Boyle for
giving us this flat."
Boyle, the director of the
Oscar-winning hit, and producer
Christian Colson will transfer
the $50,000 one-bedroom apartment to Azhar's name when he
turns 18, provided he finishes
school.
Officials from the trust - set
up by the filmmakers to secure
an education, housing and a living allowance for Azhar and his
co-star Rubina Ali. 9 - are
actively searching for a new
home for Rubina as well.

At the moment, Azhar has several new challenges to ponderchief among them, what to put
on the walls, and how not to forget one's house keys.
He held up pink and blue
"Welcome" posters against the
apartment's cheery yellow walls,
considering which might be best
-or whether to go with a shining red rendering of Mecca.
The apartment is on the ground
floor of a seven story brown
concrete apartment building
called "Harmony." which sits on
a quiet cul-de-sac in the Santa
Cruz West section of Mumbai,
not too far from where Azhar
attends school.
The windows look out on a
leafy courtyard. Outside are the
sounds of birds and the occasional passing train.
Azhar's mother Shameem
Ismail said she is looking forward to their first night in the
new apartment.
"God has given me so much."
she said. "We will sleep very.
well tonight. There is no water bors, chickens and mucky lanes
leaking, no bad environment, no he has always called home.
quarreling."

Jacqueline Bigar Is on the
Internet at wwwlacquelinebigar corn
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Looking Back
10 years ago
Published is A picture ut
Bill Wells of the Murray Rotary
Club presenting Rotary Club
scholarships to Ashley McKendree, Kaci Greer and Kennette Cleaver, all 1999 graduates of Calloway County High
School, at the weekly meeting
at Pagliai's.
Heath Wrye, student at Calloway County High School, has
earned a position on the Kentucky State High School Rodeo
Team. He is the son of David
and Phyllis W'rye of Murray.
Daniel Hughes was the Tiger
Award winner at the recent
Murray High School Tiger Basketball Camp.
20 years ago
Published is a picture of
Randy Adams directing traffic
on Main Street as he waits for
the road crews to complete
asphalt
removing process in
preparation for resurfacing of
the street.
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow
Miller will be married for 50
years July 8.
Recent
births
reported
include a girl to Janet and
Ralph Maupin, July 3; a boy
to Lori and Glen Kirks, a girl
to Vickie and Vernon Decker,
a boy to Donna and David
Lovett, a girl to Teresa and
Bobby McCuiston and a girl
to Martha and William Burnett, July 4.
30 years ago
Published is a picture of
Janna Hughes, chairman of the
1979 Charity Ball, presenting
a check for $2,500 from the
proceeds of the event to Keith
Hays, chairman of the local
board of the Mental Health
Retardation Center, Murray.
Calloway
County
High
School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America was named

at the 50th annual Kentucky
FFA Conference in Louisville.
Accepting the honor were Ricky
Cunningnam, chapter president,
and Jimmy Joe Hale, chapter
secretary.
40 years ago
Murray-Calloway
County
Fair will be July 14-19 at the
Jaycee Fairgrounds on Ky. 121
North, according to John
Youngerman, president of the
Fair Board.
Army Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) Cadet Steve
A. McCoy, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Allen McCoy of Murray,
is attending ROTC Advance
Summer Camp at Fort Riley,
Kan,
Rev, B.R. Winchester is the
speaker at the revival now in
progress at Grace Baptist
Church.
50 years ago
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president of Murray State University, has been named "Man of
the Year" by the Murray Chamber of Commerce at its annual banquet held at the MSU
Student Union Building.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Yearry.
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Turner, a boy to Mt. and Mrs.
Raymond Sims and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Cain.
60 years ago
Not one case of infantile
paralysis has been reported in
Calloway County this year,
according to Dr. J.A. Outland,
county health officer.
Audrey Simmons was elected to the board of directors of
the Bank of Murray, according to George Hart, bank vice
president.
In the weekly ad for Kroger,
chuck roast is advertised as
selling for 49 cents per pound.

as the gold emblem Chapter

Today In WWI
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, July 8,
the 189th day of 2009. There are
176 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History.
On July 8, 1919, President
Woodrow Wilson received a tumultuous welcome in New York City
after his return from the Versailles
Peace Conference in France; Wilson then headed back to Washington, arriving around midnight.
On this date:
In 1663, King Charles II of
England granted a Royal Charter
to Rhode Island.
In 1776, Col. John Nixon gave
the first public reading of the
Declaration of Independence, in
Philadelphia.
In 1853, an expedition led by
Commodore Matthew Perry arrived
in Yedo Bay, Japan, on a mission to seek diplomatic and trade
relations with the Japanese.

ES A.Eilr Et L__

In 1889, The Wall Street Journal was first published.
In 1907, Florenz Ziegfeld staged
his first "Follies," on the roof of
the New York Theater.
In 1947, demolition work began
in New York City to make way
for the new permanent headquarters of the United Nations.
In 1950, President Harry S.
Truman named Gen. Douglas
MacArthur conumuider in chief
of U.N. forces in Korea.
In 1958, President Dwight D.
Eisenhower began a visit to Canada, where he conferred with Prime
Minister John Diefenbaker and
addressed the Canadian Parliament,
In 1994. Kim II Sung, North
Korea's communist leader since
1948, died at age 82.
Ten years ago: An Air Force
cargo jet took off from McChord
Air Force Base in Washington on
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Riboflavin may help
migraine sufferers

Pausing to clean shower puts
wife in hot water with husband

DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
great empathy for the lb-year-old
girl who suffers from headaches.
if they are migraines, she should
go to a health-food store and get
vitamin 132 (nboflavin tablets
My granddaughter started hay-ing problems with headaches that
caused facial

DEAR ABBY: After return- is in an "unhappy' marriage
ing from a fi we-day vacation, with kids, is it a good idea
my wife and I discovered our or bad thing to wait until the
air-condi- kids are adults before considtioning sys- ering divorce? The parents of
tem was on almost everyone I know
the fntz, but divorced while they were
we were so young. Mine did when I was
tired
we about 20. But I know many
went to bed couples who are staying togethanyway.
er only for their kids, and I
I
woke wonder if that's best for everyup the fol- one. Your thoughts, please. -Dear Abby lowing "WENDY" IN WASHINGTON
morning,
DEAR "WENDY": You
grabbed a have asked a question for which
By Abigail
quick show- there is no one-size-fits-all
Van Buren
er and, fee,i- answer. It depends on the coning amorous, gently awakened dition of the marriage and how
my wife. I suggested she might well both partners can subliwant to also shower so we could mate their frustrations. While
"get close" before the house staying together for the sake
got too warm. She agreed.
of the kids may seem like an
I waited and waited. She idyllic solution, I have heard
seemed to be taking a very' from children of dysfunctionlong time. When I peeked in al couples saying that although
I found her scrubbing the show- their parents didn't fight opener floor and walls. I was mighty ly, they could feel the tension
unhappy that my wife would between their parents and would
rather scrub the shower than have grown up emotionally
join me in bed.
healthier if their parents had
She says she did nothing separated.
wrong and claims I'm making
a mountain out of a molehill.
DEAR ABBY: I have recentWhat say you? -- STILL HOT ly started a great new job at
AND BOTHERED IN GEOR- a place I love. One day a
GIA
week I'm unable to be there,
DEAR STILL H AND B: so the woman I replaced works
Has your mind never wandered' that day.
Perhaps your wife saw a speck
We now share a desk -or two of soap scum as she which I would not normally
was finishing her shower-- after mind, but she has left all her
all, two people had just used belongings on the desk and
it. Rather than becoming upset, around the workspace. I'm talkyou should have gone into the ing about photos, mementoes,
shower to help her get the job hand creams, shoes, books, etc.
done. If you had, things might
As the primary holder of
have worked out differently.
the position, I think I should
000
be able to keep my personal
DEAR ABBY: If someone items in the area and put my
own photos on the desk. After
all, she is there one day a
week only.
a dangerous mission to AntarctiI wouldn't be opposed to
ca to drop medicine for Dr. Jerri
her having a drawer to herNielsen, a physician at the Amundself, or a designated area where
sen-Scott South Pole Research Censhe can keep her stuff. I don't
ter who had discovered a lump
want to create animosity
in her breast. (The mission was
between us, so how should I
successful; Nielsen was evacuated in October 1999.) Astronaut
go about this? -- DOESN'T
Charles "Pete" Conrad Jr., the
DO MONDAYS
third man to walk on the moon,
DEAR DOESN'T: Because
died after a motorcycle accident
the woman works on the day
near Ojai, Calif.; he was 69.
that you are off, ask your
Five years ago: Adelphia Comsupervisor or office manager
munications Corp. founder John
to speak to her. Your request
Rigas and his son Timothy were
seems reasonable and sensible
convicted in New York of lootto me, and frankly, I'm suring the cable company and deceiving investors. (John Rigas was
prised that she hasn't realized
sentenced to 12 years in prison;
it and removed most of her
Timothy Rigas. 17.) A Swedish
things without having to be
appeals court threw out a life
prompted.
prison sentence for the convicted
•••
killer of Foreign Minister Anna
Dear Abby is written by
Lindh,
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips. Write
Dear Abby at wsvw.DearAbby.com or P.O. Box 69440, Los
Angeles, CA 90069,

Mbness,

vision problems and nausea when she
was just 6
years old I
started getting
migraines
when I was
It (I am now
My
90)
Dr. Gott
great-grandfather, uncle
and aunt all
By
Dr. Peter Gott had them, as
well.
When mine started, I went to
an eminent eye doctor in the area
who told me that he couldn't help
me He said his wife also had
headaches like mine and he couldn't even help her! He did try,
though, and 1 experimented with
several prescription pain pills, none
of which worked.
My family had to cancel many
plans over the years because I
would get a migraine and have
to be in bed, in a dark room with
my pillow wrapped around my
splitting head. I finally went to
another doctor, who suggested that
I try a Darvon compound and
avoid bright lights and sun, MSG,
tobacco, alcohol, chocolate, strong
cheeses, mushrooms and all types
of dyes. Those measures helped
me a lot. I still get migraines,
but not as many as before.
My granddaughter hasn't quit
smoking, but taking the medication has greatly reduced the number she has. Now, when she gets
one, she immediately takes a Dar-

von and an aspirin and goes to
bed in a dark room, which allows
her to get through the headache
without suffering as much.
Darvon compound is very
expensive and hard to get, but it
may also help the young girl. Please
pass on the Information about the
82/nbotlavin supplements. It can't
hurt her to u-v it.
DEAR READER: Done.
B2, also known as riboflavin,
is a water-soluble vitamin. Some
migraine sufferers expenence relief
when taking this supplement
because the headache may be the
result of small 82 deficiencies
within the brain cells. Other alternative therapies that have shown
some promise in a few studies
include feverfew, butterbur, magnesium and coenzyrne Q10.
As with any treatment — herbal,
vitamin/mineral, prescription or
over-the-counter — it is important to discuss ii with a physician first. This is the best way
to ensure that the treatment will
not interact with other medications or supplements that may be
taken concurrently. This is especially true for pregnant women,
as many herbs and supplements
may cause unwanted effects to
the fetus.
As for the Darvon compound,
this prescription medication is a
form of the narcotic pain reliever, Darvocet. As far as narcotics
are concerned, this one is considered to be mild but still carries a risk of dependency, regardless of what form it comes in.
Your granddaughter needs to be
aware of the possible risks and
side effects and should only use
it when absolutely necessary. Narcotics shouldn't be considered as
a treatment unless other, more
conservative options have been
exhausted first. I also urge her
to quit smoking.
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Contract Bridge
The Scissors Coup
West dealer,
Both sides vulnerable.

NORTH
4%1(1652
tlIK 83
•K Q 8
*1 2
WEST
EAST
•8 4
•A Q 1073
VA Q.1 9 7 6 4 2
105
•7 6 5 3 2
•9
404
4A 6
SOUTH
•9
•AJ 0 4
Q 10 9 8 7 5 3
The bidding:

West
North East
South
Pass
5*
4*
Pass
Opening lead
nine of diamonds.
There is a play is bridge called
the scissors coup, but you don't have
to know the name of the play to execute it; you can reap the benefits just
the same if you make the play without knowing its name.
Take this ease where you reach
five clubs on the bidding shown and
West leads the nine of diamonds. It's
not difficult to judge that the lead is a
singleton, so all your thoughts should

be devoted to trying to stop West
from getting a diamond mff.
Note that if you win the diamond
in either hand and lead a trump, you
quickly go down one. West takes the
ace of clubs, puts East on lead with a
spade and ruffs the diamond return to
bring a sad end to the affair.
But if you're more careful, you
can short-circuit the impending ruff
and make the contract. All you have
to do is to win the first diamond in
dummy, lead the king of hearts and
discard your singleton spade on it!
It costs you nothing to make this
play. You're simply substituting a
bean loser that you don't have for a
spade loser that you do have. But the
reward for exchanging these losers is
that you wind up making the contract
instead of going down, since West
can no longer reach his partner's
hand to secure the diamond niff.
In effect, discarding a spade on the
king of hearts serves as a scissors
that cuts the vital link of communication between West and Fast and
enables you to avert the threatened
ruff. The scissors coup — whether
you know what it's called or not provides a neat solution to the
dilemma.

Tomorrow: Fishing in troubled waters.
C2009
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Crosswords
41 Noonday naps
45 Placated
49 Cats do it
50 Rival
51 The Hawkeyes
52 Put cargo on
board
53 Eighteen-wneeler
54 Wimple wearers
55 Humane org.

ACROSS
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04i, NO!
NOW MY OTI4ER
FOOT'S
sJ

Ft IF I IF_ L Doi)

1 Mugger
5 Fly the —
Vaccine amts.
12 Birthday-cake
must
13 Region
14 Melodrama
shout
15 Hunch
16 Upscale wheels
18 Fresco bases
20 Prairie St.
21 Lao-Tzu's "way"
22 Join the army
26 Paid homage
29 Gigantic
30 Life story
31 —cow'
32 Jewelry item
33 Ivy
34 Yvette's date
35 Dilapidated
36 Caravan halts
37 Not far
39 JAMA subscribers
40 Ogden s St_
1

2

3

DOWN

1 Branch
2 Disguise
3 "Has 1001
4 Awful
5 Walk-on
6 Raw minerals
7 Not 'neath
8 Walking the
floor
9 New England
cape
10 Fidel's friend
11 Distress signal
17 Architect's wing
19 Feedbag tidbit
5

4

•

12

13

15

16

7-8 C 2009 United Feature Syndicate. Inc
22 German article
23 Hieroglyphics
bird
24 Trig function
25 Sock parts
26 Kublai —
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I BE6
YES MA'AM IS THIS A
SPORTS MEDICINE PLACE/ YOUR
PARDON?
MY ELBOW HURTS FROM
PITCHING BASEBALL

SHE WANTS TO KNOW ABOUT
YO1)CHM01.,AND DO YOU
HAVE A REFERRAL FROM YOUR
PRIMARY CARE PHYSICIAN?

-14
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33

34 I

YOU MEAN MY MOM"?
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27 Alaskan port
28 Charles Lamb
29 Buy at auction
32 Wield
33 Feudal tenants
35 Get
36 Poem by
Keats
38 Weep over
39 Greedy king
of myth
41 Basted together
42 Ambush
43 Heavy-metal
bald
44 Former NY
ballpark
45 Kenya's loc.
46 Luau fare
47 Tent holder
48 Worthless coin
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PREP SOFTBALL ROUNDUP

Booth hopes to bring stability, winning to Murray
NEW COACH:`MY GOAL IS TO GET THESE
GIRLS INTO A REGION TOURNAMENT'
ay TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Whter
For the second time this summer,
Murray has turned to one of its own to
fill a head coaching vacancy.
Just one week after the school filled
its track and field job with an alumnus,
Murray graduate and current football
assistant Ted Booth has been named the
school's head softball coach.
Both Booth and track coach Mark
Boggess are alumni hired to lend stability to programs in which the head position has been a revolving door in recent
years.
Booth will be the fifth softball coach
Murray has employed since Patty

Patterson's successful tenure came to
an end after the 2005 season.
A 1995 graduate of Murray who
played baseball and football, Booth
returned to his alma mater prior to the
2008-09 school year as a health and
P.E. teacher at the middle school and
co-defensive coordinator on Steve
Duncan's football staff.
"It's very exciting for me to be a
head coach at the high school I graduated from," he said. "The pride they take
in athletics and the expectations were a
big part of me wanting to do this."
Before returning home, Booth
coached baseball at Fulton County for
two seasons, where he led the Pilots to

id

The pride they
take in athletics and the
expectations were a big
part of me wanting
to do this.

77

— Ted Booth
Murray softball coach on taking
a lob at his alma meter
a region tournament berth in 2008.
He had been in conversation with
Murray administrators for the past year
about potentially taking over the softball team, so when former coach Kyle
Smith was not re-hired at the end of the

season, the choice was a natural one
For Booth himself, the job means a
chance to get back into the head coaching ranks in the sport he loves.
"When I coached baseball (at Fulton
County), I really enjoyed it," he said. "1
got to take them to the regional tournament my second year, and it was something they hadn't done in a long time
and it made me want to stay in that
sport. Softball isn't the same thing, but
it's close."
Booth hopes his experience in bringing success to downtrodden programs
serves him well at Murray, where the
Lady Tigers haven't cracked the region
tournament since Patterson's final season in 2005.
Since then, the program has endured
three coaches over four seasons.
Murray posted a winning record this

past season, but was shut out of regional play by strong Marshall County and
Calloway County squads.
"Hopefully, I can be the one to turn
things around," Booth said. "My first
goal is to win the district championship
and we definitely want to get these girls
into a regional tournament."
The pieces appear to be in place for
the Lady Tigers to be competitive next
season — Murray returns its top two
pitchers and most of its lineup but will
have to compete in a district and region
that have grown up together over the
past several seasons.
Booth is somewhat familiar with the
squad but is looking forward to getting
to know the girls in the coming weeks.
"I caught a game or two this past
IN See BOOTH,2C
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Good Shot
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DON NEUPEL. AP
Sandra Gal, of Germany, is one of
five women featured in Golf
Magazine for the month of August
that have signed with a modeling
agency in an effort to promote the
LPGA. The tour has lost seven tournaments since 2007 and many on
the tour want current commissioner
Carolyn Biverrs to step down.

LPGA
problems
have players
taking stand
PROS WANT
COMMISSIONER
TO STEP DOWN
By WWI.DANN
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Sports Editor
The LPGA is trying to do whatever
it can, whenever it can to not only boost
ratings, but keep sponsorships in a sport
that is dwindling quickly.
A lot of factors could come into play.
A nationwide economic crisis and
the lack of a big-name draw are just
two.
Tennis has the Williams sisters, the
WNBA has Candace Parker, IRL even
has Danica Patrick.
Currently seventh on the Duramed FUTURES Tour, a Developmental Tour of the LPGA, Whitney Wade is just a few thousand dot
But
apparently
tars away from earning her card. The former two-time KHSAA Golfer of the Year and Glasgow native will resume play next week
names like Natalie
with a trip to London, Ky., the first part of August.
Gulbis, Morgan Pressel
and Lorena Ochoa
don't seem to matter
much.
Or maybe they do.
Wade
On Tuesday, LPGA
spokesman David Higdon declined to
comment on reports that more than a
dozen players sent a letter to the LPGA
Tour's board urging commissioner
Carolyn Bivens to step down.
Higdon's statement comes one day
INTERVIEW BY MICHAEL DANN
after Golfweek Magazine reported that
it to be my first FUTURES Tour win and for
Whitney Wade: I was six shots away going into the key players said in the letter that the
t was the "icing on the cake" for my"For
mom and dad to be there, to be Father's Day — last day and it's not that first place wasn't my intention, tour's woes cannot be blamed on a poolWhitney Wade.
yeah, it was pretty exciting," she said. "It was a great but I think you always go into something wanting to economy and that the LPGA needs a
win. I was really trying to go out there and do the best new leader to rebuild relationships with
The former Glasgow High weekend."
At the following week's tournament at the I could. I really wanted to finish in the top three, but sponsors.
School standout and now current Horseshoe Classic in Hammond, Ind., Wade followed things just happened to work out for me. It was a fun
This is the same magazine which, in
member
of
the
LPGA up her victory performance with a tie for 24th.
day. I don't know if it has hit me yet. It definitely its August issue, features six female
golfers, Sandra Gal, Anna Grzebian,
Her best finish otherwise was a tie for 17th at the helped me out on the money list, that is for sure.
Developmental
Tour,
the
Mikaela Parnrad, Kim Hall, Mau
LT: Where are you currently on the money list?
Duramed FUTURES Tour, is fresh off a Ladies Titan Tire Challenge in Marion. Iowa after playing in a total of 10 events to date.
WW: I'm sitting in seventh place with a total of Blomqvist and Johanna Mundy in
victory in Mason, Ohio, taking home
Wade has a lot of shots in her repertoire, but even 23,719. I'm two or three thousand dollars from fifth scantily clad bikinis in an effort to marthe tour's top purse in the loog season, a more, she's got a good shot at quickly walking the place right now. There are still seven or cight tourna- ket the sport through sex appeal.
The magazine poses the thought that
same fairways as Lorena Ochoa, Natalie Gulbis and ments left and so many things can change. Anyone can
total of $17,500.
it's been good for the golfers, but,iti-. it
Morgan Pressel next year.
win one tournament.
And while the paycheck is nice, what
The FUTURES Tour does not resume play until
LT: You had your dad on your bag for your win at good for the game?
.
was even better for the Kentucky High next weekend in Bloomfield, Conn., but the former the Duramed Championship. Do you like having your
While she's not currently a carddarlying member. Whitney Wade, a memSchool Athletic Association two-time Lady Scottie sat down with the Murray Ledger & dad caddie for you?
Times for a Question and Answer session to clear up
WW: Sometimes (laughing). No it's good. He ber of the LPGA's Developmental Tour,
Golfer of the Year was the fact that her some
misconceptions about the FUTURES Tour, on knows my game and If I'm doubting something, we the Duramed FUTURES Tour simply
dad, Mark, was on her bag, it was setting a good example and how she's not superstitious. can talk it out. If I hit a bad shot. I can always blame says no.
him! He can read the greens for me, so I can't com"I know I'm not putting a bikini
Father's Day and she was surrounded by Wait, yes she is.
Ledger & Times: Elaborate a little on your win in plain.
on," Wade said from her home in
family and friends.
Ohio and how much it meant to you.
U See WADE, 2C
III See LPGA,2C
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Whitney Wadee
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MIS ROUNDUP: St LOWS 5, MILWAUKEE 0

Wainwriglit right on
for Redbirds
ST. Lows
STARTER COMES
WITHIN TWO OUTS
OF FIRST CAREER
SHUTOUT
MILWAUKEE (AP) —
Adam Wainwright had his first
career shutout in sight. He settled for the win.
He came within two outs of
that personal milestone, and
Ryan Ludwick and Colby
Rasmus homered for the St.
Louis Cardinals in a 5-0 victory
over the Milwaukee Brewers on
Tuesday night.
The 27-year-old right-hander
settled down after working out
of a bases-loaded jam in the second and didn't allow a hit after
the fourth inning until Casey
McGehee's infield hit leading
off the ninth. When Corey Hart
singled one out later, Cardinals
manager Tony La Russa took
Wainwright out of the game.
"In the ninth inning there, I
had two hits," Wainwright said.
"You make pitches and take
your chances. If you're going to
have a broken bat and an infield
dunker, all you can do is throw
the pitch and hope for the best. I
made the pitches and it didn't
work out my way."
Wainwright (9-5) allowed
seven hits, struck out nine and
walked two before being lifted
for Ryan Franklin who induced
Jason Kendall to hit into a double play on his second pitch.
"I know this, if I keep going
out and competing and battling

Murray Ledger & Times

COLLEGE
ROUNDUP

Wildcats
round
out final
roster
HARRELLSON,
LIGGINS STAYING
AT UK

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Looks like Josh Harrellson and
DeAndre Liggins are staying at
Kentucky.
The Wildcats finalized their
2009-10 scholarship roster on
Wednesday, and
it includes both.
MORRY GASH AP
Harrellson, a
Adam Wainwright throws during the first inning against the
junior forward,
Brewers Tuesday in Milwaukee.
and Liggins, a
the way I've been, eventually, wasn't so sure.
sophomore
Moralism point
one day before the end of my
"There at the end, he was at
guard,
carter, I will get one shutout," 120 and he was in a very stressweren't
sure
Wainwright promised after ful situation, so even though it
they'd remain
working at least six innings in wasn't a save situation, I
with the team
each of his last 16 starts.'Today, thought it was time to get him,"
when
the
I could have definitely done it." La Russa said.
Wildcats hired
Corning into the game, he
It was the fourth time this
John Calipari as
had allowed two runs and seven season Milwaukee has been shut
head coach in
hits over 15 innings in two pre- out and the third time in the last
the spring.
UggIns
vious starts this season against nine games.
They
will
Milwaukee.
The Brewers were willing to join
holdovers
Patrick
With
the
victory, he give Wainwright credit, up to a Patterson, Ramon Harris,
improved to 2-1. His only loss point.
Darius Miller and Perry
was a 1-0 defeat against Jeff
"He was good with a whole Stevenson. The roster includes
Suppan iii May.
lot of help," Mike Cameron said six newcomers, including
Last Wednesday, Wainwright referring to home plate umpire highly touted freshmen guards
had a no-decision despite hold- Bill Hohn."He was getting a lot Eric Bledsoe and John Wall
ing San Francisco to a run and of strikes that Yo (Gallardo) and
forwards
DeMarcus
six hits over nine innings as the wasn't. But, he's tough."
Cousins and Daniel Orton.
Cardinals won in 2-1 in 10.
Yovani
Gallardo (8-6) Freshman forward Jon Hood
While Wainwright felt he still allowed four runs and six hits, and
sophomore
forward
had the stuff to finish even after walked five and struck out five
Darnell Dodson round out the
throwing 121 pitches, La Russa in five innings.
scholarship roster.

•Wade

A RANDOM ROUND WITH WHITNEY WADE

From Page 1C
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Glasgow, Ky
419135

Glasgow, Ky.
LT: What's the biggest difference between the
Unkersity of Georgia
FUTURES Tour and the Lesaft Tour?
Cordnuncalims
2007
WW: Once you get osi the top 25 on the
5/62006
LPGA tour, there's not ,m1fich' difference. It's just
Csieteetilims
S35216
who has that good week in qualifying school.
Com Om Paw
1 st
Otherwise, it comes down to putting and short game.
LT: Is there a misconception about the
• Three-trne whner of IV Kentucky Stale
Arneasur Championedp11999-2001)
FUTURES Tour you would like to clear up?
• Youngest tamer, as a 13 year old, of he
WW: I don't think people look at us as real Keraidp Stale Amateur Chardionehip c 19419.
• 2301 AJG.UPolo All-Arnencer Second Teem
golfers. There's not a big difference between us and
elleallon and 2002 All-Amencen First Tean
the LPGA, but I think people believe there is.
SeleclOn
•Pour-time M-SEC Pea Team selection Mae at
There's really not.
Pe University ca Georgia (2004-2007)
LT: Do you feel like you have a role on the
• Nerraci to the 2035 US Junin,Solharn Ciet
Team
FUTURES tour?
• 2006 Durerned NOCA AS-Amerean Se, xi
WW: I want to set a good example. I still have a
Teen esisolion
couple of friends in high school that look up to me. • Nimes of the 2007 Kenai:Icy Sle Ocer and
Ise 2008 Ohio Wornerrecerr
They want to know what I did to get to where I am
• Ccemeind in two U S Women's Open
Chimpionsdps(2003, 200%
today. I don't think I'm the most experienced player, but I think I have enough under my belt that I can
tell them what to do and what they have to do.
My favorite Chick Flick is The Notebook ... When I was 15, I had
L&T: What's the best part of playing goli on the
a crush on Josh Hartnett ... I'm really sick of hearing about how short
FUTURES Tour?
WW:You know what to expect every week. You I am ... Don't talk to me if you're a fan of the Florida Gators ... The
can allow yourself to get into a routine, which is best band name ever has got to be 0-Town ... For Halloween, I'd like
nice. You see the same people and I've met so many to dress as a golf ball ... / was a HAPPY COW "from California" in a
great people out on tour and we're like a huge fam- former life ... Chocolate is the secret to happiness
ily out there. You can get into that comfort zone and
If the television is on at 2 a.m., I'm watching Law and Order ... I
I don't know if it's a good thing or a bad thing, but really use "ya know" or "whatever" too much ... The most it has cost
it all gives us an opportunity to get to the LPGA.
to fill up my tank of gas was 60 bucks and I was not happy about that
L&T: What's the last thing you de before you ... I'm secretly addicted to sweet tea ... I wish I knew how to play the
walk onto the first tee?
guitar ... My favorite shoes are my rainbow flip flops ... I'm dying to
WW: Make three two-footers on the practice see Taylor Swift with Kelly Pickier in concert ... My favorite pickup
green.
line is 'How youuu doin'T
If Oprah called, I'd give her my bank
L&T: That does what for you?
account number so she could fill my piggy bank ... My favorite thing
WW: I'm just retarded like that! It's just some- to microwave is my mama's leftover cooking ... You might be surthing I have to do.
prised to learn I like twirling my hair ... My favorite Easter candy are
L&T: Is it a ritual?
those Reese's peanut butter chocolate eggs! Dang they are addictive ..
WW:Yeah. I guess you could say that.
He may not be known for it, but Mr. Clean is hot
I'd like to go a
L&T: Are you superstitious?
round
in the tin& with an oompa loompa ... My WWE nickname would
WW: I don't want to say I am, but sometimes I
be The WhitMeister 'Whoopwhoop' is a word that should be added
am. I have to chew a piece of gum and if I'm doing
to the dictionary ... I'm supposed to like peas but I don't ... Reese
well, I'll keep it in. I would go with yes and no.
Witherspoon should play me in a movie ... I'm superbad when I see
L&T: What kind of gum?
buy I get 1 frees ... Nothing annoys me more than gnats flying around
WW:Orbit or Trident.
my head ... 'How old are you?' and 'Where are you from? have got to
L&T: Are you known for anything on tour?
WW: Being goofy. I'm not the class clown, but be the phrases I am sick of hearing the most.
everyone makes fun of my accent!

Dr. Marty Wynn
is pleased to announce that he has joined
the staff at

Flanary Veterinary Clinic

Scott's Grove Baptist Church

VACATION VIP'S
SCHOOL
July 13th - 17th • 64:30 pm
Registration 5:30 pm

in Paducah, Kentucky.
Call 270-898-9738,
or stop by the office,

located at

200 Eagle Nest Drive,
Paducah, KY 42003,
to make your appointment.

Ages: Birth -- 12th Gracie
For more information or transportation call
Bro. John Dentwn at 2214675
f:317

HA'-oy 641 Nord"MuieteSa.

You can also visit the

website at
www.flanaryvet.com.

Murray I

5'ICCI P1E' Elf CIP
MIR

Haverstock Insurance Agency
'Nobody can protect you' AUTO
any better than.we can,
it
211- Si •

401

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL SCOREBOARD
American League
At A Gana
AN Times COT
By The Associated Press
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Bow,
50 33 602
1
New Yuri
49 34 590
Tampa Be)
45 39 536 5 112
43 42 506
8
Toronto
37 47 44.013 1 ,2
Baltimore
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Detract
45 38 542
2
Chicago
43 40 518
43 41 512 2 1/2
Minnesota
9
Kansas City
36 47 434
Cleveland
33 51 39312 1 12
West Division
,Pct GB
W
—
Los Angeles
46 36 561
—
Texas
46 36 561
Seattle
43 40.518 3 1.'2
35 47.427
11
Oakland
-Tuesday's Games
Detroit 8. Kansas City 5
11 innings
Tampa Bay 3 Toronto
Boston 5, Oakland 2
N.Y Yankees 10, Minnesota 2
Chicago White Son 10. Cleveland 6
Texas 8, L A Angels 5
Baltimore 1 2. Seattle 4
Wednesday's Games
Bartiniore (Da Hernandez 2-2i at
Seattle (Vargas 3-3). 3.40 p m
Kansas City (Greinke 10-4) at Detroit
(French 0-0), 605 pm
Toronto (Tabun 5-8) at Tampa Bay
(Kazmir 4-5), 606 p.m
Oakland (Calla 5-7) at Boston
(Wakefield 10-3), 610 p m.
N.Y Yankees (A Burnett 7-4) at
Minnesota (Perkins 4-4), 7_10 p.m
Cleveland (Lathy 3-1) at Chicago White
Sox (Contreras 3-7), 711 p.m
Texas 'Podia 8-4) at 1.A. Angels
(E Santana 1-4), 9,06 p.m

National League
At A Glance
All nmes CDT
By Pa Aasoctsact Press
East Division
W
L Pct GB
—
Philadelphia
43 38 531
43 42 506
2
Florida
40 43482
4
Atlanta
39 43476 4 12
New Yon
24 57 296
19
Washington
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
—
46 39 541
St Louis
2
Milwaukee
43 40 518
Chicago
41 40 506
3
Cincinnati
41 41 500 3 1t2
Houston
40 42 488 4 1/2
38 48 452 71/2
Patsburgn
West Division
W
L Pct oa
53 30 639
—
Los Angeles
7
46 37 554
San Francisco
44 39 530
9
Colorado
35 48 422
18
San Diego
35 49 41718 1/2
Arizona
-Tuesday's Games
Cincinnati 4. Philadelphia 3
LA Dodgers 8, N V Meta 0
Atlanta 2 Chicago Cobs 1
Pittsburgh 6 Houston 3
St Louis 5. Milwaukee 0
Coionatlo 5, Washington 4
Arizona 4, San Diego 3
San Francisco 3, Florida 0
Wednesday's Games
Pittsburgh (Morton 1-1) at Houston
(W.Rodnguez 7-6), 1.05 p.m.
Atlanta (Kawakami 4-6) at Chicago
Cubs (K Hart 0-0), 120 p.m.
Washington (Detwiler 0-4) at Colorado
(De La Rasa 5-7), 2:10 p.m
San Diego (Gaudin 4-7) at Anions
(Scherzer 5-6). 2 40 p.m.
Florida (\mated 5-8) at San Francisco
(Sadowski 2-0), 2'45 p
Cincinnati 1H Bailey 1-0i at Philadelphia
(R Lopez 1-0), 6 05 p.m
LA. Dodgers )Kuroda 3-4) at NY Mets
(0 Perez 1-2) 6 10 p m.
St Louis (Wellemeyer 7-7) at
Milwaukee (Suppan 5-6), 7-05 p.m.

AMERICAN LEGION ROUNDUP

Kelly, Richerson help
Mayfield to Monday sweep
From Om MAN Messenger
Mayfield Post 26 put on a hitting display in the first game and
a pitching clinic in the second.
The result was a sweep of
visiting Metropolis Post 306,
with Mayfield winning 11-6 and
4-3 in Monday night's American
Legion doubleheader at Graves
County High School.
Murray pitcher Roman Kelly
pitched through the fourth
inning for the win in the first
game, striking out three and
allowing five runs.
In the second game, Tiger
catcher Tanner Richerson drove
in Joe Mike, who added his second triple of the twinbill in the
fifth inning, giving Mayfield a
4-2 lead.
It was a nice return from a
week off for Mayfield, which
improved to 11-7 overall heading into tonight's district game

against Tri-County at Calvert
City.
The senior game begins at 8
p.m., following a junior league
game at 5:30.
The final two weeks of the::;:
regular season will be busy far:,--.•:
the local squad with a trip
Sikeston, Mo., on Thursday,
make-up at Lyon County 10
a.m. Saturday that will pick up
in the third inning, and a 2 p.m.
home date with Lyon on Sunday.
Post 26 will then host
Paducah on Tuesday and
Charleston, Mo.. on Wednesday
of next week before closing with
a tournament in Paducah.
Mayfield also has to make up a
road game at Paducah.
The district tournament will
be July 21-24 and the state is
slated for July 28-31, both tournaments at Paducah's Brooks
Stadium.

•LPGA

•
•:
want to go to Korea or Asia. You
just don't know. Maybe some
people will pick us up, I hope

From Page 1C
Florida. If it comes to that,
that's not good — at all.
"We've all talked (on tour),
we have an idea (of what's going
on). I just don't think (from the
inside) it's the best way to promote things. I can't say much.
Honestly, we shouldn't have to
be put in bikinis."
Wade is currently in seventh
place on the FUTURES Tour
and is inching up the money list
to get her card for the LPGA.
The former Glasgow High
School and University of
Georgia standout is a few thousand dollars away, but at the
same time, is holding her breath
about the current financial state
of that tour.
The LPGA has lost seven
tournaments since 2007.
"I'm not going to lie, we're
all definitely concerned," Wade
said. -Tournaments seem to be
dropping like flies. Some of us
who are looking to get our cards
are thinking we might only get
to play in four or five tournaments next year. I don't really

Not to say that Wade's sole
intentions aren't to earn h:.r touring card.
"Oh, it is," she said. "It would
be awesome.
"I just wish I knew they were
going to have a guarantee of so
many tournaments."
Wade recently won the
Duramed Championship in
Mason, Ohio on Father's Day by
firing a 9-under, 204 with a 66
on the final day. She's played in
10 events this year and will be
returning
to
her
native
Commonwealth in August to
compete at Crooked Creek Golf
Course in London
"I think the tour needs to go
about this in a different way and
figure out what the fans and
sponsors want out of the
LPGA," she said. -Our job as
players is to go out and entertain
the fans with great golf without
having to worry about anything
else.

is Booth
From Page 1C
year, but I'm looking forward to
really getting to know them," he
said. "I don't really have an idea
of what kind of team we're
going to have yet, but my goal is
to give them a good, solid program and get our feet off the
ground."
Booth said he hasn't reached
a decision as to assistant coaches, but that he will likely bring
in a new staff.
Booth was hired for his first
coaching position at Fulton

County in 2007. He also coaches a travel baseball team based
out of Tennessee, which he'll
take to the state tournament this
weekend.
He is married to Lorrie
Booth, who teaches at Murray,
Elementary.
_.•
Smith was not re-hire&
despite leading Murray to its'
first winning season since the: •
Patterson era.
He is rumored to be a can:
date for the vacant Grav7
:
.
County job.
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McConnell in Senate floor speech: Don't
repeat stimulus mistakes on health care

RIOARD
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WASHINGTON. D.C. - U.S.
Senate Republican Leader
Mitch McConnell made the following remarks on the Senate
floor Tuesday regarding the
importance of getting it right on
health care reform:
"The American people want
health care reform - that's not in
question. But they have serious
concerns about some of the proposals
coming
out
of
Washington, concerns that I've
outlined on
the Senate
floor over
the
past
few weeks.
And
Americans
are
also
increasingly
concerned
about the way these proposals
are being sold. Specifically,
they're concerned that the same
mistakes that were made on the
economic stimulus bill are about
to be made again - only this
time, thc”;e mistakes would he
all-but-permanent and would
directly affect every single
American family.
"Here's what they're concerned about:
"Earlier this year, advocates of
the stimulus said that the bill had
to pas right away, with minimal
scrutiny and minimal bipartisan
support. They
gave
the
American people less than 24

McConnell
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hours to ti./1/ lew one of the costliest pieces of legislation in history, and then they hoped for a
good result. The reason for the
rush is clear. Proponents of the
stimulus were concerned that
public support would start to
fade if people got a closer look
at the details. So they shortchanged the debate and overpromised on results. And now
their predictions are coming
back to them.
"Here's what they said at the
time.
"They said that if the stimulus
passed, unemployment wouldn't
rise above eight percent.
Unemployment
is
now
approaching 10 percent. They
said the stimulus was necessary
to jumpstart the economy. Yet
now, with about a half million
jobs lost every month, they've
started to admit that they simply
'misread' the economy.
"These were costly mistakes,
and we can't take them hack.
"But we can prevent these
same kinds of mistakes on
health care. If the stimulus
taught us anything, it's that
Americans should be skeptical
any
time
someone
in
Washington rushes them into a
major purchase with taxpayer
dollars. We'd walk away from
any car salesman who tried to
rush us into buying a car — even
if it was a cheap one.
"We should be just as skeptical
of a lawmaker who tries to do

the same thing with our tax dol- and we should address the needs
lars and trillions in borrowed of small businesses without cremoney. And now that Americans ating new taxes that kill jobs.
are hearing the same kinds of
"Advocates of government
arguments about health care that health care should also be
we heard about the stimulus, the exceedingly cautious about the
taxpayer antenna should go up.
predictions they make this time
"Now it's time for advocates around. We already know that
of a government-run health plan many of the promises that are
to actually take the time to deter- being made about a governmine what reforms will actually ment-run health plan are unrealsave us money and increase istic - such as the claim that
access to care while preserving everyone who likes the insurthe things people like about our ance they have will be able to
keep it and that the cost of such
system.
"Taking time may be frustrat- health care proposals won't add
ing to those who want to rush a to the national debt.
health care
bill through
"As Democrats rushed the
Congress before their con- stimulus funds out the door, they
stituents have a chance to see also predicted it wouldn't be
what they're buying. But the wasted. Yet every day we hear
fact that the public is increasing- about another outrageous projly concerned about government- ect that it's being used to fund.
run health care isn't reason to I've listed some of these projects
rush. It's reason to take the time in previous floor remarks, such
we need to get it right - and to as a $3.4 million turtle tunnel in
make a serious effort to get Florida. Americans struggling to
members of both parties to work hold onto their homes and their
out reforms that a bipartisan jobs want to know why their tax
majority can agree to, several of dollars are being spent on such
which I've enumerated many wasteful and needless projects.
times already on the Senate
"Americans
were
overfloor.
promised on the stimulus. This
"We should reform our med- time they want the facts.
ical liability laws to discourage
"Soon, the
Government
junk lawsuits and bring down Accountability Office will issue
the cost of care; we should a report that gives us an even
encourage wellness and preven- greater sense of the problems
tion programs that have been with the stimulus. I'm consuccessful in cutting costs; we cerned that this report will proshould encourage competition in vide an even clearer accounting
the private insurance market; of the mistakes that were made

with that bill — and the flawed
manner in which it was sold to
the American people.
"Americans who are now
waking up to headlines about the
problems with the stimulus
don't want to be told a few
months from now that the people who sold them a government-run health care system
misread the state of our health
care industry, or that the health
care plan they're proposing was
based on faulty assumptions.
"Americans don't want to
wake up a few years from now
with their families enrolled in a
government-run health care system

because some here in

Washington decided to rush and
spend a trillion dollars and let
the chips fall where they may.
-The American people don't
want us to rush through a misguided plan that pushes them off
of their health insurance and
onto a government plan that
denies, delays, and rations care.
On the stimulus, Americans saw
what happens when Democrats
rush and spend. When it comes
to health care, they are demanding we take the time to get it
right."

The American Cancer Society
is currently funding more than
$1,163,000 in cancer research .
in Kentucky. The money goes to
six grants currently in effect at:
various institutions including'
the University of Kentucky.
University of Louisville and
Hospice of the Bluegrass. Oi
Aug. 1, three addition grants'
totaling $57,000 will take;
effect.
This year alone, 24,060 peo- .
pie in Kentucky will be diagnosed with cancer, and 9.4,10
will die from some type of the : •
disease.
The American Cancer Society
funds and conducts ground,
'
breaking research that helps sci-;',
entists understand cancer
causes, determine how best to
prevent it, and discover new
ways to cure it. As the largest
private source of cancer
research, the American Cancer.
Society has played a role iii
many major cancer breakthroughs, including chemotherapy, Pap tests, and mammography.
"Every breakthrough brings:
us one step closer to a world ,
without cancer and in turn
means we can celebrate more
birthdays,"
said
Tracy •
McKinney, chair of the Relay
For Life of Calloway County.
"That's why we are so grateful
for our community's support, of
events like Relay For Life'
I which helps fund research and
find cures."
For more information. contact
the American Cancer Society at
1-800-227-2345 or visit can' cer.org.

Peppers Automotive Pre-owned Specials
2008 Nissan Altkna 2.5 S
Z-71, 39,000 Miles,
Leather, Nerf Bars.
Stk. #GT9194A

23,000 Mlles, T/C, PW/PL,
CD,Alloy Wheels.
Stk.07207

6,000 Miies, 6-Speed
Manual Shift, Moonroof,
Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P7109

$20,867"

18,935

2009 Ford Mustang

2008 Pontiac Grand Prix
39,000 Miles, T/C, PW/PL
CD, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P7179

19,000 Miles, TIC, PW,
PL, CD, Leather.
Stk. #P7223
77,000 fVkles All Wheel Drive. Leather. Tinted
iliftndows Stk #P7229
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5,000 Miles, TIC, PW/PL,
CD. Spoiler.
Stk. #P7210

2006 Subaru Outback
L.L. Bean Edition
47,000 Miles, Heated
Leather, Moonroof, Alloy
Wheels. Stk. #P7167

57,000 Miles, Heated
Leather, Satellite Radio,
Tinted Windows.
Stk. #P7174

41,000 Miles, 8
Passenger, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P7213

97,988'
2006 Pontiac GTO

136,000 Miles, T/C, PW/
PL, CD, Extended Cab.
Stk. #P7172
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2008 Chrysler Aspen Limited 2004 Chevrolet Avalanche 2-71 4x4

17,995'

07. He also coachiseball team based
:ssee, which he'll
ate tournament this

larried to Lorrie
teaches at Murray.

45,000 Miles, Alloy
Wheels, Moonroof,
Spoiler.
Stk. #P7187

8,000 Mlles, T/C,
PW/PL, CD, Leather,
Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P7216

title and license additional $149 doe tee included Some photos for illustration pui

57,000 Miles,
Renegade, T/C, PWIPL,
CD, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P7163

es

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."
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BUICK'
Drive Beautiful

WI

2004 Jeep Liberty 4x4

-

Pt-PP'/EY

2400 E. Wood St • Paris • 642-5661 •1-800-748-8816
Hrs. M-F 8am 6pm Sat. 8 am..5 p.m. www.peppersautomotive.cOrn

ciminvmiLien

Jeep
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Min14 1111111111112610.15
Buy One Item at the Regular Discount Price,
get the Second Item of Equal or Lesser Value
at 1/2 OFF Retail Price Storewider
Lase• Buy Pad Over (liaise Rocker
Recliner at Reg. Discount Price of
$450 • Get 2nd Rocker Rediner

in Off Retail Price
of $630 for

Buy Leather Essentials
Chair & Ottoman
Reclining
Swivel
Discount
Price
of $637
at Reg.
- Get 2nd Chair &
Ottoman 1/2 Off
Wit -

$315

Retail Price
of $892 for

$445

I
___.1Lane*
HOME FuRNISHINGS

INTERCOM - Buy China at Reg. Discount Price of $1687
- Get 7 Pc. Set: Rectangular Table & 6 Chairs 1/2 Off

Reg. Retail Price of $22.50 for $101111

BROYHILL - Buy Chest at Reg. Discount Price of $875
- Get Queen Bed 1/20ff

Reg. Retail Price of $910 for $441.

AMERICAN FURNITURE - Buy Sofa at Reg. Discount
Price of $587 - Get Matching Loveseat 1/2 Off
Reg. Retail Price of $787 for EMI.
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LANE - Buy Stationary Microfiber Nail Head Trim Sofa
at Reg. Discount Price of $899 - Get Matching Loveseat
1/2 Off Reg. Retail Price of $1207 forIOW

LANE - Buy Dual Reclining Sofa at Reg. Discount Price
of $999 - Get Matching Reclining Chair & 1/2 Snuggler
1/2 Off Reg. Retail Price of $1242 for IMMO

Sett'

SERTAPED1C
Walden Foam Encased

Border Queen Set

SERTA MATTRESS FIRST Buy One Queen Set at Reg.
Clearfield Euro Top Queen Set
Discount Price of $1149
Buy One Set at Reg. Discount Price
- Get 2nd Set 1/20ff
of $499 - Get 2nd Set 1/2 Off Reg. Reg. Retail Price of $1689
for
Retail Price of $629 for$314.
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